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A Look at the Journals

The Dean Reports
Curriculum review is a never-ending process. I want to
talk with you about our ongoing curricular review—the
forces that drive it, the assumptions that underlie it, and
the larger framework in which we operate.
We are acutely aware that we must have both an aca
demic program of high intellectual intensity and a profes
sional program that prepares our students for the broad
range of opportunities awaiting them. Although finding the
balance between our academic and our professional mis
sion is not always easy, there is less conflict there than is
sometimes assumed. I believe that we can blend the two,
and that their synergy should allow us to do more for our
students than more traditional programs can do.
We must go beyond simply providing our students with
information about the law. Our curriculum must focus on
the competencies that our graduates need if they are to
contribute to our profession and society in the next cen
tury. Some of these competencies are well defined; others
are just emerging. In some we do quite well; in others we
need to do better.

Analysis
What law schools have done so well for so long is teach
legal analysis: the process of addressing a problem by first
determining the facts, presumptions, and theories that are
relevant to it. We teach how to distinguish facts from theo
ries and presumptions, how to analyze the inarticulated
premises that underly theories, how to evaluate the rele
vance of facts, and how to apply fact and theory in a given
situation. We not only do this well, we do it often. Virtu
ally every one of our courses is directed at the application
of a system of analytical thought in a particular legal
context.

Structure & Theory of Legal Systems
We also hope to give our, students a deep understanding
of the structure and theory underlying our legal system.
For instance, we want them to understand the relationship
between substance and procedure, and to be aware of
institutional strengths and limitations of courts, legislative
bodies, administrative agencies, and other bodies that
resolve disputes. Our first-year course in Conflicts Resolu
tion is aimed at identifying and examining some of these
issues explicitly and early, and we continue to address
them in courses like Civil Procedure and Administrative
Law. In fact, these issues become a part of every course.
Students identify them in many different contexts as
explicit topics that they must address.
Other issues of basic legal theory are more substantive,
having to do with the interrelationship between notions of
property, expectations, responsibility, and fault. In a way,
we do ourselves a disservice by separating issues into such
categories as criminal law, contracts, tort, and property:
we make it harder to see the interrelationships. So we
must be sure that students do not keep their basic courses
compartmentalized, but understand that underlying them
all are the same concepts, colliding and overlapping and
demanding to be understood as part of a whole.

Communication
The single largest change in law school curricula in the
last hundred years has been the increasing focus on good
legal communication. I am proud of the way we require
our students to master basic communication skills in vari
ous legal contexts, but there is much more that we can
and will do.
Our first-year program—Research, Analysis, and Writing,
or RAW—is of the finest in the country. We have full-time
faculty teaching the classes, stressing the relationship

between analysis and communication, integrating research
skills with substantive learning, and giving students imme
diate and detailed feedback on their assigned projects. But
we are constantly improving the program. A new com
puter classroom will allow us further to integrate research
skills, using traditional books as well as computerized
databases. And we are refining our ability to diagnose
student deficiencies and address those deficiencies with
precisely designed instruction.
The upperclass writing requirement that we initiated
two years ago gives our faculty a further opportunity to
hone students' research, analysis, and communication
skills. Each student must complete a substantial research
paper as a prerequisite of graduation. Although it requires
significant faculty time, the upperclass writing require
ment has clearly intensified the educational process for
our students. We can anticipate that as we develop our
curriculum, we will make available additional writing
opportunities for upperclass students. Some day we will
have a course, or a series of courses, focusing on drafting
skills.
Communication varies from context to context. Our
graduates will apply their skills in a variety of roles,
including counseling, negotiating, and mediating. Here we
see another intersection between substantive understand
ing and skills training. Long before alternative dispute
resolution became so fashionable that we could know it
simply as ADR, our course called The Lawyering Process
was helping students identify and practice the different
communication skills that lawyers use in different con
texts. We teach our students that the skill of listening is
often as important as the skill of speaking. The skill of
putting oneself in another's position is often as important
as understanding one's own position. The quality of empa
thy is central to a profession that in all of its forms is a
helping profession.
We will continue to reexamine our curriculum to insure
that theories of negotiation, of mediation, and of commun
ication are conveyed in an ordered and rational sequence.
Beginning with the first-year course in Conflicts Resolu
tion, continuing through our courses in Lawyering Process
1

and Trial Practice, and through their experience in the
Law School Clinic, our students should steadily develop
their skills and understanding, always building on what
they have learned previously.

Legal Research
In general, law schools have not distinguished them
selves in their teaching of legal research skills. But in our
first-year program we have put special effort into integrat
ing research with analysis and writing. And we will go
further. We plan to introduce a discrete research compo
nent in many areas of the upperclass curriculum. We will
assign professional librarians to develop research training
programs for various substantive areas. At times we may
assign a librarian to develop research guides and exercises
for students in a particular seminar, introducing them to
relevant bibliographic material. At other times, the integra
tion will be with a specialized journal—for example, the
Journal of International Law—or in connection with a center
or institute, as we are now doing with the Law-Medicine
Center. Taking advantage of modern technologies, we can
sometimes base this training on programmed computer
instruction, thereby freeing staff and class time and allow
ing students to master research techniques on their own.
We are now fifth in the country in expenditures for access
to computerized databases; integrating computers into our
teaching and student scholarship maximizes our invest
ment and will give our students a tremendous advantage
in providing the kind of service and leadership we expect
from them.

Dispute Prevention and Planning
It is not enough to prepare our students to resolve prob
lems through the advocacy system or through one of the
developing means of alternative dispute resolution. Attor
neys should plan and structure transactions in ways that
keep disputes from arising. To me, dispute avoidance is an
important if unacknowledged lawyerly skill.
Disputes arise when people have, or perceive that they
have, divergent interests based on their entitlements or
expectations. Attorneys perform a significant function
when they help people order their entitlements and expec
tations in ways that minimize conflicting interests or
address them before they become even more conflicting.
The idea of the attorney as dispute preventer was made
clear to me from a conversation I had with one of our
graduates, George White, '60, the architect of the United
States Capitol. One of his responsibilities is to supervise
construction on Capitol Hill, and construction has been a
field characterized more by dispute exacerbation than
prevention. The reasons are obvious. Because buyers,
builders, and contractors deal with each other at arm's
length, their conflicting interests or expectations are likely
to give rise to disputes. By establishing careful procedures
governing the parties' expectations and the timing of their
performance, and by delegating authority to settle lowlevel disputes before they become exacerbated, George
White has been able to limit the number of disputes that
are even identified as needing formal resolution.
Although, as this illustrates, lawyers can do much to
prevent disputes, and although dispute prevention is
treated fairly Extensively in courses like Business Planning,
it is a discipline that has not yet received much scholarly
attention by itself. As our curriculum develops, I hope that
we can give it greater attention and encourage our gradu
ates to be dispute preventers. Preventive law can surely be
as great a benefit to society as preventive medicine and
preventive dentistry.

Professionalism
Law schools also have a responsibility to teach profes
sionalism—to give students a sense of service that will
2

support our profession as one to be respected and
admired. Professionalism is an attitude, not a skill, and we
cannot teach it as we would teach legal research. But we
can teach it by conveying to our students a sense of the
majesty of the legal system and by celebrating some of the
great people of the profession. We can teach students that
attention to detail counts, that perfection is to be sought
and sloppiness to be avoided, that a lawyer's goal is to
provide service, not large bills, and that as a helping pro
fession we must act out of compassion and empathy and
with a sense of duty. We teach professionalism by what
we say and how we say it, by our attitude and by our
example.
Ethics is a part of professionalism. Perhaps we cannot
teach morals, but we can, and must, instill in students the
need to evaluate, critically, one's behavior and attitudes
and to step outside of oneself and look at a situation as
others might see it. If our students can appreciate the
difficult moral and ethical decisions that attorneys must
make, and can analyze those situations without regard to
narrow or selfish interests, they will be true professionals.
Of course we teach Professional Responsibility, which
now is a required three-hour course at the beginning of
the second year. But we want to do more. We have asked a
small group of faculty to devise a set of teaching materials
that can be used to integrate selected problems and issues
into many of the substantive courses. For my Antitrust
course, for example, they will devise a problem set that I
can use to highlight ethical issues that an attorney might
face in an antitrust context. By integrating issues of
responsibility throughout the curriculum we hope to
heighten students' ability to identify and address them,
and we also hope to convey the sense of our entire faculty
that these issues are important.

I have talked about six kinds of competence that we
expect our graduates to have acquired at our law school.
We will identify areas in the curriculum where these com
petencies can be practiced and tested. We will present
them in a sequenced and rational way, and we will make
sure that students understand their importance. This pro
cess will be the basis of our curricular reform.
Law schools do, of course, convey information along
with understanding. Although the information that we
can convey in three years is limited, and although our
information-conveying function must always be secondary
to the promotion of competence, we must also find ways
to broaden our students' range of information. This takes
us in two directions.
First, we must continue to develop understanding of the
relation of law to other disciplines and their methodolo
gies. Because law often depends upon learning drawn
from many disciplines—such as economics, politics, sociol
ogy, anthropology, psychology—we must prepare our stu
dents to deal'with a multi-disciplinary information
explosion. In part we do this by identifying the relevant
learning from other disciplines within our courses. We also
encourage our students to take courses in graduate depart
ments that are related to legal methodology, and we offer
joint-degree programs with the Mandel School of Applied
Social Sciences (including its Mandel Center for Nonprofit
Organizations) and the Weatherhead School of Manage
ment. We will be designing new courses, such as a course
in Law and Economics: it will define the underlying meth
odology and provide a base on which other courses can
build. And we will look for opportunities for more joint
faculty appointments with the university's other schools
and departments.
The other direction is toward a greater emphasis on
foreign law. We have a strong international law program,
but we must do more to expose our students to the legal
systems and legal cultures of other nations. Such exposure
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has pedagological value because examining the premises of
foreign legal cultures helps students understand our own
legal landscape and legal theories. It also has great practi
cal value. Our students are accepting jobs with interna
tional law firms and international corporations; more and
more of our graduates will be called upon to work within
foreign legal systems and with foreign languages as they
advise companies that are doing business in many coun
tries. We expect to have a series of courses that focus on
foreign legal systems, including those of the European
Economic Community, Canada, and the Pacific rim coun
tries, and we expect to help our students find opportuni
ties to study abroad in summers or in post-J.D. programs.
We have already begun. As was reported in the last In
Brief, Professor Giovanni Bognetti from the University of
Milan has visited the law school periodically, most
recently teaching courses last fall in Jurisprudence and
Comparative Law. This semester we have had Odette Vala-

bregue Wurzburger, who was trained at the Sorbonne but
has lived in both Cleveland and Paris for many years,
teaching a course on the French legal system. Significantly,
she is teaching the course in French, and even more signif
icantly, eight students are successfully taking the course.
At the same time, we are planning programs that will offer
an advanced law degree to lawyers from foreign countries
who are interested in a one-year course of study in United
States law.
A generation ago we were a regional law school—and a
very good one. Over the years we have become a truly
national law school, but in the global context "national"
may be the equivalent of "regional." Now we must be an
international law school and must develop our curriculum
to meet the needs of the international legal order.
Peter M. Gerhart
Dean

Recovering Rights Consciousness
The Story of a 19th-Century Child Custody Case
by Michael Grossherg
Associate Professor of History and Law
I want to tell a story. It began in a Swiss church on
August 22, 1837, when Ellen Sears of Boston married Paul
Daniel Gonsalve Gran d'Hauteville of the Canton de Vaud.
In the spring, their marriage in ruins, Ellen Sears
d'Hauteville fled home. On September 27, 1838, she gave
birth to a boy. Hauteville sailed to America to claim his
heir. His wife would not give up the baby and would not
return to Switzerland; Hauteville refused to leave without
his son. In the fall of 1840 they faced each other in a Phil
adelphia courtroom. Their custody fight over the child
quickly became headline news. As with the recent Baby M
and Steinberg cases, domestic tragedy found an eager
audience.
Except for their elite status—she was the daughter of a
wealthy Boston industrialist, he was the eldest son of a
minor Swiss noble family—neither of the pair was extraor
dinary. And their case did not become a major landmark
in American law. Rather, the conventionality of the liti
gants and their lawsuit makes the case significant. The
case is a gripping record of one woman's ,fight for her
child, a right she assumed every mother could claim and
yet found out had to be won at law.
In these bicentennial years, the Hauteville custody fight
reminds us that the Constitution has been more than a
generator of doctrine. It has inspired the powerless to
struggle for rights. One of the most important legacies of
the founders has been a "Constitution of Aspiration," a set
of transcendent egalitarian beliefs against which the distri
bution of power at any particular time can be, and has
been, judged. Time and again, it has spawned a "rights
consciousness" that has inspired struggles to give the
republic's rhetoric of equality actual meaning. Ellen Sears'
attempt to keep her child was one of those fights. Despite
the obvious limitations of one example, the full record of
the Hauteville case allows us a unique entry into one form
of nineteenth-century rights consciousness.

Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law
Ellen Sears (whom for simplicity's sake we will continue
to call by her maiden name) and Gonsalve d'Hauteville
met in Paris during the winter of 1836-1837. She was eigh
teen, on a European tour with her family. By summer
their courtship had led to marriage negotiations. After
breaking down twice, the negotiations finally concluded
with prenuptual agreements signed at the end of July,
1837. The wedding took place a month later.
The marriage rapidly unraveled. Sears' mother stayed
with the couple for their first year. Sears accused her hus
band and his family of mistreating her mother; Hauteville
countered that his mother-in-law poisoned the mind of his
wife against him. Sears charged that her husband
demanded a wifely obedience too servile for her to accept;
Hauteville insisted that he always had his wife's best inter
ests at heart. They fought over their place of residence.
Sears claimed that before the wedding they had agreed to
spend part of each year in Paris and to visit Boston fre
quently. Her husband denied both pledges. Finally, preg
nant and unhappy. Sears sailed for home in the spring of
1838. The pair never lived together again.
In a June letter. Sears accused Hauteville of destroying
her health through mental anguish. She vowed never to
return. In August, Hauteville denied all her charges. He
urged her to recant and come back to him. Their son was
born a month later. Enraged at Sears' continuing intransi
gence, including her decision to ignore his choice of names
for the child and to have the boy baptized in a faith not
his father's, Hauteville sailed for America. He arrived in
New York City in July, 1839. Sears took her son into
hiding.
Their dispute continued by post. In these letters we get
our first glimpse of the parents' differing conceptions of
their rights. It is in their words that we gain a sense of
3

declared his firm belief in the paramount rights and duties
of a husband and a father:
I now come to your last request—that I should leave you
our child! My heart bleeds at the idea of a separation, but
I am decided, and I wish to have him! There is a duty
reposing on me as a father, as a Swiss, as a member of
society, that leaves me no alternative. ... I am no longer
disposed, either, to see the most sacred rights of nature
thus violated with respect to me. . . . No, Ellen, that can
not be.

Brandishing his "incontestable legal rights," Hauteville
urged his wife to sacrifice herself on "the altar of domestic
duties."
Sears, still in hiding, found herself driven to denounce
an existing order that would deny what she believed to be
the natural right of a mother to her infant:
The law may be on your side, for I know nothing of
these matters, but ah, Gonsalve! there are other laws than
the laws of man, and in the quiet stillness of your own
chambers, consult tbe laws of your God! Would he counsel
you to tear your child from the arms of its mother? Would
he counsel you thus to persecute an unfortunate being,
whom, in following the path of her duty, you pursue with
unrelenting zeal—tell you to consign her, in the spring
time of her life, to rest in an early grave?

Michael Grossberg joined the Department of History in 1980
and in 1988, after several semesters of teaching in the law
school as an adjunct lecturer, was named associate professor of
history AND law. He holds the Ph.D. from Brandeis
University; his B.A. degree is from the University of California
at Santa Barbara. His 1985 book. Governing the Hearth:
Law and the Family in Nineteenth-Century America, won
the American Historical Association's Littleton-Griswold Prize.
Currently he is working on a book tentatively titled "The
Search for Justice: A Social History of American Law."
each parent's "rights consciousness." And trying to under
stand their words raises methodological issues about how
we can recover the legal consciousness of past Americans.
The couple's words are made explicable in part by turn
ing to the French commentator Alexis de Tocqueville, who
captured one of the realities of law in the American repub
lic that he toured in the 1830s: "It is a strange thing, this
authority that is accorded to the intervention of the courts
of justice by the general opinion of mankind! It clings even
to the mere formalities of justice, and gives a bodily influ
ence to the mere shadow of the law." Tocqueville's insight
can be borrowed to examine the impact of formal legal
rules on private conduct. The vision of individuals and
groups bargaining in "the shadow of the law" opens up
the thorny but critical question of the sources of the rights
consciousness at the center of this case. The shadow imag
ery alerts us to other forms of legalism than positivist
definitions and allows us to understand that the law was
not the sole possession of a legal elite. 'Ibrning the meta
phor into a tool of historical analysis allows us to examine
how individuals and groups perceived and used the law—
that is, the extent of its hegemony in nineteenth-century
America.
Looking at Sears and Hauteville as they bargained over
their child in the law's shadow we can see one instance of
how the law inspired popular notions of rights, status, and
duties, and, at the same time, how popular legal behavior
influenced the formal legal system.
During the late summer of 1839, each parent's position
hardened in a final salvo of letters. Hauteville accused his
wife of violating her duties as a wife and mother. He

She warned: "Remember, you are accountable to your
final Judge for the suffering you occasion. Arbitrary and
artificial rights will not weigh in the balance against
humanity and mercy, before Him." With this letter, the
parents' private bargaining ended in failure.
Sears came out of hiding. When she was served in Phila
delphia, she claimed that she was in the process of taking
her sickly son to South Carolina on the advice of her phy
sician. Hauteville countered that his wife had fled to Phila
delphia because "the laws of Pennsylvania were more
favourable to maternal rights than those of Massachu
setts." His charge had merit. A series of legal victories by
Pennsylvania mothers had created a body of state common
law particularly favorable to maternal custody claims and
broad judicial discretion. Pennsylvania judges had shifted
the terms of debate from paternal rights to child welfare.
Sears chose wisely when she chose the place to stake her
claim.
Her decision to go to law also illuminates a changed
legal landscape. In the Philadelphia of the 1780s, Nancy
Shippen, too, had fled an unhappy union. Shippen also
wanted to keep her child. But the best advice she got was
to try and influence the courts by talking to the wives of
judges, who might persuade their husbands to help her.
Persuasion was Shippen's only weapon, she had no rights.
Sixty years later. Sears believed she had a right to her
child, and thus stood in front of the judges of the Philadel
phia Court of General Sessions instead of whispering to
their wives.
Hauteville and Sears presented elaborate legal state
ments echoing their letters. Hauteville insisted that Sears
had left him and her home "without any just cause," and
he claimed hie child as a vestqd paternal right:
By the laws of this and every Christian land, the wife is
bound to adhere to her husband, to remain with him, to
make his home her home, and his country her country;
and if a wife, causelessly, . . . abandons her husband and
refuses to live with him, she forfeits all those privileges
which the law so largely bestows on a faithful wife. She
ceases to be the exclusive guardian of the children even for
nurture, and has no reason to complain of the hardship of
separation, which she has the ready means of removing,
by herself returning to her duty.

Hauteville then challenged judicial intervention into his
family. "The domestic hearth is protected, and the domes
tic government is justly administered," he declared, "by
its domestic head." A domestic patriarch's jurisdiction "in
its narrow but important sphere, is perfect and supreme as
long as it is exercised within the limits which divine and
human wisdom have prescribed." Convinced that his
wife's demands were "unsupported by judicial precedent"

and "inconsistent with sound reason," he rested his claim
on the "hope that this court will not, by yielding to its
alleged force, sanction and reward the voluntary abandon
ment of that union, pronounced by the laws of God and
man, the most holy and indissoluble on earth."
Sears asserted a quite different claim. In demanding a
maternal right to young children, she dwelt on the singular
role of mothers: "No male person is competent to take the
necessary care of so young an infant, and no female, but a
mother, can be expected to bestow upon it the care and
protection which are necessary for its health and welfare."
Yet Sears also recognized that a redistribution of authority
in domestic relations required judges to undo part of the
structure of paternal power.
She presented the conflict as one between legitimate,
and distinguishable, maternal and paternal interests. Urg
ing the court to intervene as a family arbiter. Sears chal
lenged her husband's confident patriarchalism:
Upon the question, whether the court will interfere to
change the custody of an infant, who has been from its
birth in its mother’s exclusive custody, her own merits or
demerits are of no importance, otherwise than as they
may influence the question of the child's welfare, and if
considerations of this sort, do not bear upon the question
of her capacity to perform towards it the present duties of
a mother, her custody of it is, for the present, recognized
as the most appropriate custody.

By asserting her rights in terms of motherly duty, not
maternal authority. Sears buried her claim for individual
rights in a plea for granting prerogatives to motherhood. In
a mix of subordination and assertiveness, she closed by
throwing "herself on the protection of the court," and
then denying the court's right to remove her child "for the
sake of your own dignity, and the dignity of the laws
which you administer."
In this first phase of the case the conventionality of
Sears' and Hauteville's arguments warrants emphasis. The
unexpected—the need to secure custody of a child—forced
them to articulate and then fight for rights that were so
basic that neither had probably consciously expressed
them before. Yet as the couple bargained in the shadow of
the law, their very different claims each found expression
in the rhetoric of rights. Each adopted the language of
rights for strategic purposes but also found in that lan
guage an expression of their own inherent claim to the
child.
At the same time, their pleas to the court disclose how
taking their claims to law made the pair dependent on the
legal validation of their aspirations. In the law's shadow,
both parents shaped their claims to conform to a language
recognized as legal discourse. Equally important, in turn
ing to the law, the couple became participants, not Just
supplicants. Their presentation of the issues in the case
helped structure its formal disposition; and the issues
themselves entered the law through such individual deter
minations to seek legal validation. The Hauteville case
suggests how this interactive reality—the hegemony of the
law on rights discourse, and the ability of litigants to sup
ply the issues of controversy in the law—can be found by
exploring the shadow of the law in an effort to understand
the history of rights consciousness.

Law as an Arena of Struggle
'IVying to decipher the next phase of the case, the trial,
raises a second methodological issue in the attempt to
recover this history of rights consciousness. Sears and
Hauteville staked out their legal claims to their son in
returns to the Court of General Sessions. The court
entered the case when Hauteville asked for a writ of
habeas corpus charging his wife with illegally detaining his
son. The procedure allowed judges wide discretion. They
were to determine custody by assessing a child's interests,
and not merely by balancing the legitimacy of parental
claims. For these two parents, then, the Philadelphia court

room became the arena in which they struggled to validate
their assertion of custody rights.
Viewing the courtroom as an arena of struggle is one
way of capturing the experiential reality of the rights con
flict in cases like this one. It avoids too great a concentra
tion on the linear history of law. It permits a study of legal
change that acknowledges the existence at any particular
time of conflicting visions of rights rooted in professional
ism, institutional roles, class, race, ethnicity, gender, and
regionalism. We can see how general rules developed in
the linear process of the common law framed but did not
decide particular cases. Instead, the indeterminate quality
of legal rules turned courts into arenas in which lawyers
and litigants fought over the meaning of the rights and
thus the direction of legal change.
The hearing began on Friday, September 4, 1840.
Hauteville's counsel William Reed made marital responsi
bility the centerpiece of his case. He argued that Sears'
failure to secure a divorce or separation distinguished her
case from precedents granting maternal custody. Though
he admitted that the "incontestible" right of a father to the
custody of his child had been postponed "during a tender
age," Reed asserted such an action had never been taken
when "no reason existed to prevent the parents from nur
turing it together." Reed cautioned the judges against suc
cumbing to a sentimentalized vision of motherly love: "No
one can pretend to say . . . with whose affections a child is
most closely entwined, and whether the manly fibres of a
father's heart endure more or less agony in his bereave
ment, than do the tender cords which bind an infant to a
mother's breast." Reed and his co-counsels spent five days
presenting evidence, mainly letters exchanged between the
couple and their families. They tried to convince the
bench that their client was the victim of familial intrigues
to which Sears had been a hapless accomplice.
John Cadwalader defended Sears' claim by placing the
custody contest in a different legal framework: "The term
paternal power is improper; instead of it should be used
parental power." And parental power was conferred
"merely to facilitate the performance of a duty" and for
the "good of the child." Redefining custody as a nurturing
duty, not a property right, the attorney asserted that nat
ure and Pennsylvania law decreed that infants needed
their mothers. Separating Sears' roles of mother and wife,
her attorney insisted that Hauteville had questioned only
her marital conduct, not her maternal performance. He
presented a parade of servants, friends, physicians, and
family, from whose testimony Cadwalader and his col
leagues painted a picture of Sears as a victimized wife
suffering at the hands of her husband and courageously
sacrificing herself to the special needs of a sickly child.
Hauteville's lawyers closed their case by proclaiming the
superiority of a blameless husband's custody rights. To the
question "To whom belongs the custody of this child?"
John Scott asserted: "The answer is in the human heart,
and in the practice of all nations. The father, responsible
for its maintenance and education, for its moral standing—
his title is indisputable. The legal authorities on this sub
ject are conclusive." Proclaiming custody as a vested
paternal property right, Scott dismissed contrary prece
dents as relevant only because they granted judges discre
tionary power to place children. He resisted a reading of
the law as dictating maternal preference. Scott insisted
that the two-year-old boy was not in any particular need of
maternal care and counseled against establishing the prin
ciple "that a wife, leaving her husband without cause, may
carry all his children with her, for the sake of their
health." He raised the specter of unrestrained maternal
power: "The best interests of the child demand the re
union of its parents—its health, its wealth—all its prospects
for the future. It is due, too, to the laws and to the peace
of society, to establish the broad principle of the father's
right; otherwise all the power is in the hands of the wife."
Cadwalader again shifted the argument from vested
paternal property rights to child nurture. He cited prece5

dents to support the primacy of maternal custody for
infants. He invoked inherent gender differences to buttress
that contention: "A man cannot nurse a child; a woman is
born a nurse. And no other woman can supply a mother's
place: a child's chance of life is diminished by removal
from its mother." Telling the court that the law clearly
granted it the discretionary power to confer custody rights
on Sears, he argued that marital failure did not destroy the
validity of maternal claims.
On Saturday, November 14, the court unanimously ruled
for Sears. Presiding Judge George Barton sidestepped the
issue of marital fault, and asserted: "Our decision must
refer alone to the question, who is entitled to the cus
tody?" In short, the court accepted Sears' division of her
roles and her counsel's separation of the issues.
Barton dismissed Hauteville's central claim. He denied
that "the custody of the child is the vested and absolute
right of the father" that could be taken away only if he
proved unfit. In a lengthy review of the case law, he con
cluded that custody rulings demanded a "sound" use of
judicial discretion tailored to the circumstances of an indi
vidual case.
The judge praised Hauteville's fitness as a father, not
withstanding his "somewhat Asiatic notions of a husband's
rights and a wife's duties." But he reiterated that a father's
rights could be limited on other grounds than paternal
fitness:
The reputation of a father may be stainless as crystal; he
may not be afflicted with the slightest mental, moral, or
physical disqualification from superintending the general
welfare of the infant; the mother may have separated from
him without the shadow of a pretense of justification; and
yet the interests of the child may imperatively demand the
denial of the father's right, and its continuance with the
mother.

Citing Sears' financial and moral ability to rear the child.
Barton declared: "The circu»r.stances of this case render
her custody the only one consistent with the present wel
fare of her son." The judge even issued a paean to
motherhood:
The tender age and precarious state of its health, make
the vigilance of the mother indispensable to [a child's]
proper care; for, not doubting that a paternal anxiety
would seek for and obtain the best substitute which could
be procured, every instinct of humanity unerringly pro
claims that no substitute can supply the place of HER,
whose watchfulness over the sleeping cradle or waking
moments of her offspring, is prompted by deeper and
holier feelings than the most liberal allowance of a nurse's
wages could possibly stimulate.

Barton concluded the opinion by emphasizing the contin
gent nature of Sears' new custody rights. Her award
referred "only to the present custody of the child" (empha
sis added). The judge highlighted the continued judicial
supervision inherent in the emerging American law of
child custody, and thus the lengthening shadow of the law
over domestic relations. Maternal custody not only under
mined vested paternal rights, it also increased judicial
discretion. The case ended with a declaration that the
"infant be remanded and restored to his mother."
Looking at this struggle as a contest between contending
and changing normative orders makes it important to
emphasize how the law structured the conflict. By assert
ing her rights in terms of the collective responsibility of
mothers, not the individual autonomy of a particular wife.
Sears turned vague new child-centered custody rules to
her advantage. Conversely, Hauteville failed to retain the
primacy of vested paternal rights. He could not success
fully attack the tender years argument nor define the
emerging best-interests-of-the-child dictum in his favor. In
agreeing to listen to and then accept rights claims like that
of Sears, the judges allowed her and others like her to
participate in the boundary-making ceremonies of rights
creation in the common law. They, however, took the
primary role in marking those boundaries and creating a
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language of rights that could then be used in other strug
gles by litigants and judges to demarcate individual family
rights.

The Feminine Sphere of Law
Sears' victory was one instance of an antebellum ten
dency to use gender as the basis for a distinctive set of
rights for married women. Her struggle gives us a sense of
how the new-found rights consciousness of married
women could trigger legal change. Sears' assertion of
rights inevitably constituted a critique of paternally biased
rules. Granting her claim required the court to accept the
primacy of mothers in child rearing and a degree of indi
viduation of the family itself into distinct rights-holders of
some sort. And Sears blurred an assertion of the maternal
role as a collective responsibility with an individual claim
of autonomy in marital relations. If her rights talk seems
strange, the foreignness merely underscores the distinc
tiveness of the nineteenth-century debate on gender and
law. Sears' rights consciousness grew out of her family
roles; it produced rights claims thoroughly infused with
the era's gender ideology and evident in her self-portrait as
a self-sacrificing mother.
Conversely, Hauteville spoke with an orthodox voice. He
asserted a more common notion of rights rooted in posses
sive individualism, but one that might well be labeled a
form of male domestic rights logic. He rested his claim on
autonomous paternal authority and he grounded that
power in the principle of marital unity that denied married
women legal autonomy. Instead of justifying his claim in
terms of parental sacrifice or infant nurture, he adamantly
demanded them as his patriarchal due. He too depicted
himself as conforming to a social ideal: a wronged
patriarch.
The Hauteville case alerts us to the potent mix of gender
ideology and rights consciousness that recast the place of
married women in nineteenth-century American law. It
indicates that a redefinition of women's legal status led to
distinctive treatment. And distinctive treatment in law led
to a distinctive sphere of law. Inherent tensions between
equity and equality, between individual autonomy and
collective responsibility, between pluralism and uniform
ity, were submerged in a growing body of statutes, case
law, and custom that assumed womanly similarity and
emphasized duty over independence. Gender-infused
rights consciousness and rules empowered women like
Sears to act, but to act in prescribed ways. Gender-based
law thus used assumptions about women's special domes
tic roles to reconcile, awkwardly, the inherent tension
between an individualistic rights tradition and a felt need
to consider the family as an organic unit. Sears, Hauteville,
their lawyers, and the judges of the Philadelphia Court of
General Sessions contributed to the creation of the femi
nine sphere of law by helping make maternal custody
rights a particular blend of autonomy and subordination.
Sears' fight for her child is a story in the history of
American rights consciousness. It is but one instance of
how the "Constitution of Aspiration" stirred demands for
rights, with problematic results. The case tells us that the
history of rights consciousness must be examined in terms
of specific struggles. It demonstrates that definitions of
rights have not been fixed and objective, but have been the ■
subject of time-bound struggles between individuals and
groups with strong incentives, material and ideal, over
their meaning. The parental struggle also suggests some of
the central issues in the history of rights consciousness:
What claims can be made? What claims can be heard?
What claims will persuade? When will they become per
suasive? Methodological approaches like the "shadow of
the law" and "law as an arena of struggle" are two ways
to begin recovering that history. In the afterglow of the
Bicentennial, struggles like Sears' must be recalled and
made part of our constitutional legacy.

The Law School Clinic
A Chronology
1968
Assistant Professor Ronald J. Coffey
writes a proposal to the Council on
Legal Education for Professional
Responsibility. The result is a grant to
the law school for a clinical program.
Law students will provide legal ser
vices to community groups through
the Mount Pleasant Community Ser
vices Center.

intended to advise community
groups, more and more people hear
that legal services are available and
come forward with personal legal
problems, such as landlord/tenant
matters and various consumer prob
lems. It becomes clear that the real
need is for basic legal services for
persons in the Mount Pleasant com
munity who can't afford to hire a
lawyer.

public defenders, representing clients
charged with misdemeanors.

1975
Owen L. Heggs, '67, joins the fac
ulty. He writes another grant pro
posal to CLEPR, and another grant is
awarded.

1971
Responding to that need, the law
school hires Gale Siegel as its first
clinician. Under her supervision, the
students begin to take more individ
ual cases referred by the Mount
Pleasant Community Services Center.
They also take a new course—The
Lawyering Process—which meets
weekly.

1973

Clinical education begins at the
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law. A new faculty mem
ber, Melvyn R. Durchslag, formerly
with the Legal Aid Society of Cleve
land, supervises the small group of
students signed up for it and teaches
a related class on economic develop
ment. Although the program is

Siegel leaves the faculty. Her
replacement is a recent (1968) gradu
ate of the school who has worked for
the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland
and in the Washington office of Con
gressman Louis Stokes—Wilbur C.
Leatherberry. Leatherberry and
Durchslag alternate as instructors of
Lawyering Process, and Leatherberry
starts a Juvenile Law Seminar. The
focus shifts away from the Mount
Pleasant community, as students in
the clinical program are placed with
the Legal Aid Society to work with
clients under the supervision of Legal
Aid attorneys. Logically enough,
students in the Juvenile Law Seminar
go to Legal Aid's Juvenile Unit. The
Lawyering Process class adds a place
ment in Legal Aid's criminal misdeneanor unit, and students work with

The beginning of the in-house clinic
as we know it. Heggs is the director,
and Robert H. Stotter, '73, and Lee
Hutton join the instructional staff.
The clinic is housed in the old Glidden mansion, 1901 Ford Road, across
the street from Gund Hall, and Ruth
Harris begins her still-continuing
tenure as secretary and mainstay.
Heggs teaches the Civil Clinic, and
Lewis R. Katz (who's a ten-year vet
eran on the law faculty) teaches the

Melvyn R. Durchslag

Wilbur C. Leatherberry, '68

Lewis R. Katz

Ronald J. Coffey

1970

Owen L. Heggs, '67

1976
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Criminal Clinic. The Lawyering Pro
cess expands to a two-credit-hour
course, still taught by Leatherberry
and Durchslag but also by various
adjunct instructors; simulation exer
cises give students experience in
interviewing, counseling, and
negotiating.

1978
Stotter and Heggs leave the law
faculty. Hutton becomes director of
the clinic, and two new instructors
come on board: Gail I. Auster, '75,
and Peter A. Joy, '77.

1980

Epilogue
That completes the story of the
Law School Clinic, at least to date,
but it may leave the reader wonder
ing whatever happened to those peo
ple who figured in the clinic's
history. Many are still in Cleveland.
Lee Hutton is with the firm of Duvin,
Kahn & Barnard, and Robert Stotter
practices with Lee Koosed, '74. Owen
Heggs is a partner in the Cleveland
office of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue.
Gale Siegel married Gerald Messerman, '61, and together they have a
criminal defense practice under the
name of Messerman & Messerman.

Gail Auster is working in New York
for the National Labor Relations
Board. Mary Jo Long has stayed in
Albany, New York; the firm is Walter,
Thayer & Long. Bob Kirk is in the
D.C. office of Porter, Wright, Morris
& Arthur.
The one former clinician whose
whereabouts are unknown to us is
Jennifer Monroe. According to Peter
Joy, she left Cleveland for California
and at last report was managing a
very successful rock band. If any of
our readers can help us locate her,
we will welcome the information.
-K.E.T.

Exit Joy and Auster. Enter Mary Jo
Long and Maurice Schoby.

1981
Hutton departs, and the clinic
directorship goes to Long. Joy comes
back during the summer, and Jenni
fer Monroe arrives in the fall to teach
a Juvenile Clinic for which the school
has received special funding.

1983
Funding ceases for the Juvenile
Clinic and Monroe leaves the staff.
Schoby is appointed assistant dean
for student affairs and so must be
replaced at the clinic. Robert Kirk is
hired for the year, and Judith P. Lipton, who since 1980 has held a joint
appointment between the School of
Law and the School of Applied Social
Sciences (coordinating the dual
degree program), becomes a full-time
instructor in the clinic. Mary Jo Long
leaves for Albany, New York. Peter
Joy becomes the clinic's director.

1984
Kenneth R. Margolis, '76, replaces
Kirk. Now the clinic staff as we
know it in 1989 is in place: Director
Peter Joy, Instructors Judy Lipton and
Ken Margolis, and Indispensable
Ruthie Harris.

1987
After years of somewhat precarious
tenancy in the Glidden House, the
clinical program moves into a new
suite of offices on the ground floor of
Gund Hall. It has its own entrance
on Ford Road, as well as a handy
back door communicating with the
rest of the law building. Ruthie
Harris presides over the reception
area, and Joy, Liptop, and Margolis
each have a good-sized private office.
In addition there are two conference
rooms, a library, and a computer
nook. Occasionally the clinic staff
feel homesick for their former space
in Glidden House and recall nostalgi
cally the noise of squirrels in the
walls and water dripping from ceil
ings into buckets, but on the whole
they adjust nicely to the new
environment.

Peter A. Joy, '77, Judith P. Lipton, and Kenneth R. Margolis, '76, are
the three full-time faculty who staff the Law School Clinic.
Peter Joy, the director, teaches Professional Responsibility in addition
to his duties in the clinic. He joined the law faculty in 1978 after a year
as director of the Law School Civil Rights Research Council, left the law
school in 1980 for a year in private practice, and has been back since
1981. Joy is secretary of the Cleveland chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union and has lectured and written extensively on issues of
human rights, immigration, and political asylum. He is a member of the
ethics committees of both the Cleveland and Cuyahoga County bar
associations.
'
Judy Lipton holds the M.S.S.W. degree from the University of
Wisconsin as well as the J.D. from Connecticut. She was managing
attorney for the Family Law Unit of the Legal Aid Society of Hartford
County (Connecticut) and, after moving to Cleveland, directed and
coordinated field work for CWRU's joint-degree program in law and
social work. She is treasurer of the Cleveland Tenants Organization and a
frequent speaker before groups of social workers on such topics as
guardianship, malpractice. Medicare, ethics, and the provision of health
care for the poor, the elderly, and the handicapped.
Ken Margolis got a taste of teaching as a third-year instructor in the
Research, Advocacy, and Writing program. After graduation from law
school he practiced for six years in Santa Cruz, California. That included
criminal defense work—from minor infractions to homicides—as a
private contracted public defender. His civil practice, all litigationoriented, also covered a broad range, with emphasis on family law, real
estate, and civil rights. In 1984 he came home to Cleveland and began
teaching in the Law School Clinic.

The Clinic Experience
by Peter A. Joy, '77
Assistant Professor
Director of the Law School Clinic
When we talk about "clinical edu
cation" at the CWRU School of Law,
we often include in that term all of
the courses in which the focus is on
skills rather than on the substance of
law. The Lawyering Process is one
such course; students enrolled in it
practice interviewing, counseling,
negotiating, mediating. Then there
are our trial advocacy offerings: TVial
Tactics, Trial Practice, Trial Tactics
Workshop, Evidence for Litigators.
All of the above may be taught by
regular faculty members or by
adjunct faculty. They instruct the
students through the use of problems,
demonstrations, simulation, and
videotapes. And the key word is
simulation: students pretend that they
are lawyers and practice doing the
things that lawyers do.
This article will treat clinical educa
tion at the law school in a narrower
sense, focusing on the Law School
Clinic and the courses in which thirdyear students, all of whom have regis
tered with the Ohio Supreme Court
and satisfied the student practice
rule, serve an in-house internship,
actively representing real clients. The

Ruth Harris has been secretary of the clinic—
and "ad hoc instructor," as director Peter Joy
has described her—since the in-house
program was firmly established in 1976. No
one can imagine the clinic without her. Here
is a typical comment by a clinic graduate, in
this case Steve Belden, '79: "Ruthie is the
perfect person for that job. She has the best
disposition I've ever come across in a
secretary or a paralegal, and she's a really
good influence on a novice. She could convey
practical, common-sense, day-to-day advice
without making you feel like a fool."

Phillip Heasley, '89, and his client, with clinic director Peter Joy behind them, appear before
Janet Burnside in Cleveland Heights Municipal Court.

key word is real. Students experience
at first hand the joys and tribulations
and especially the responsibility of
representing individual human beings
who may or may not lose actual
dollars, or who may or may not
spend time in jail, depending (at least
in part) on the performance of their
apprentice attorneys. Any of these
courses could be titled simply What
It Is To Be A Lawyer.
In fact the courses have four differ
ent titles. In the Civil Practice Clinic
and in the Criminal Defense Clinic
students earn four credits in one
semester. Both the CPC and the CDC
have been part of our program since
the inception of the in-house clinic.
More recently we have added the
Criminal Clinic and the Civil Clinicequivalents, really, of the older clinic
courses but spread over two semes
ters. Students whose schedules do not
permit a near-total immersion in the
Law School Clinic can have a less
intensive experience over the entire
third year. For a really intensive expe
rience, students can take both the
Civil Practice Clinic and the Criminal
Defense Clinic, and some do. But
never—well, hardly ever—in the same
semester.
In the civil clinics interns work on
a wide variety of cases: incorporating
not-for-profit organizations, helping
battered women obtain domestic
violence protective orders, preventing
retaliatory evictions of tenants, writ
ing wills, helping people with con

sumer problems, and helping people
claim unemployment compensation
or social security disability. In the
criminal clinics interns handle misde
meanors: petty theft, disorderly con
duct, weapons offenses, assault,
trespass, driving under the influence.
Most of our civil cases come as
referrals from social service agencies,
from the Legal Aid Society of Cleve
land, or from the Cleveland or Cuya
hoga County Bar Association. The
criminal cases come mainly from
Cleveland Heights Municipal Court
and Rocky River Municipal Court;
those courts regularly assign the Law
School Clinic as defense counsel. We
also have referrals from the Shaker
Heights Municipal Court, and occa
sionally we get calls from persons
with cases in the municipal courts of
Lakewood, Cleveland, and East
Cleveland.
All of our clients are persons of low
income. Many are students, many are
elderly. We never represent anyone
who could retain an attorney on a
contingency fee basis. About a quar
ter of every third-year class enrolls in
the clinic—some 50 or 60 students
out of the 200-plus. Each student
typically handles 4 or 5 cases. In the
last academic year, 1987-88, 55 stu
dents assisted 241 clients.
What that means is that, year after
year, our law school makes a signifi
cant contribution to the community
of pro bono legal services. Thousands
of hours of both student and faculty
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time are donated every year, and
many community residents who
otherwise could not afford attorney
services have legal representation.
Perhaps the most important impact,
however, is not on the community
but on our students. The attorney's
obligation to make legal services
available to all is something that
clinic students come to know at first
hand; their sense of duty will be
strengthened, regardless of where
they eventually practice law. And the
entire student body knows, by the
very existence of the clinic, that we
of the law school take this obligation
seriously.
When a student comes into the
clinical program, the first sense may
be fear. I have watched students stare
at telephones with apprehension and
even terror, working up the courage
to telephone their first client and
schedule an interview or to return a
call from opposing counsel to discuss
settlement. You know the questions
they are asking themselves: What do
I say? How do I say it? Should I say
anything?
For those students the main benefit
of the clinic may be the development
of a feeling of competence and confi
dence: they will discover that they
really do have the ability to practice
law. For every student the experience
of the clinic and the results of that
experience will be a little different.
While one student may have to spend
more time learning how to properly
plead common law and statutory
causes of action, another may have to
................................................. .
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put greatest effort into becoming
more assertive, or learning to manage
time better.
Still another will tell you years after
graduation that the most important
experience in the clinic was really
focusing clearly, for the first time, on
policy issues or ethical questions that
had always seemed hazy and cloudy
in the classroom. In fact, I think that
for all our students the discussion
and examination of ethical issues as
they arise in our day-to-day practice
is one of the really invaluable experi
ences of the clinic. Whether it is a
witness's intention to commit perjury,
or an issue of client confidentiality,
the Code of Professional Responsibil
ity takes on new meaning in the
context of an actual case. The most
wrenching dilemmas portrayed in
L.A. Law pale in comparison with the
moment when a student first con
fronts an ethical question in practice.
More mundanely, students get a
taste of what law practice holds for
them—a sense of what it's like to go
through all the motions of lawyering.
They interact with clients, witnesses,
opposing counsel, Judges, personnel,
and—of course—their faculty "co
counsel." They conduct research in
the modest clinic library or by using
the newer computerized research
tools. They interview clients and
witnesses. They draft pleadings,
motions, and briefs. They counsel
and negotiate. They investigate fact
situations and plan cases. They pre
pare for pretrials and trials, and they
conduct actual pretrials and trials.

- --

John Schloss, '89, with a client. Schloss took the Criminal Defense Clinic last fall and the Civil
Practice Clinic in the spring.
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David Posner, '89, makes a call from the
telephone in the clinic library. Posner took
the relatively new two-semester version of the
Civil Clinic.

They learn the ways of "becoming a
lawyer."
They learn the routine, but they
also learn that even the most routine
case is important to the client. They
also learn that routine cases can
involve important issues. We have
had issues of search and seizure,
arrest, and right to counsel raised in
a number of suppression hearings. In
at least two cases that we have han
dled, portions of local disorderly
conduct ordinances have been
declared unconstitutional on First
Amendment grounds. In other cases
we have explored novel issues involv
ing tort, contract, and property
theories.
The most simple-seeming cases can
develop into important and challeng
ing matters. A few years ago two of
our interns working on a "routine"
DUI arrest were shocked to learn
that their client had been stripsearched before spending a few hours
in jail awaiting release on bail. She
was profoundly embarrassed by the
experience and said in the initial
interview that she thought such treat
ment was wrong. Her student attor
neys, Michael McDaniel and David
Somrak, '82, set about researching
the issue and, though there were no
reported decisions on point, filed a
civil suit in federal court alleging the
violation of their client's constitu
tional rights. Two years after filing,
the case was settled for several thou
sand dollars, and the constitutionally
impermissible practice was
discontinued.
The role of the clinic instructors is
to help our interns make the transi
tion from student to practitioner. The
very low student/faculty ratio (10 to
1) allows one-on-one instruction
while students work on their cases.
Our teaching techniques stress learn-

ing from experience. The first few
weeks, when the student works on
each aspect of a case, serve to answer
as many questions for the student as
they solve problems for the clients.
Each step of the case expands the
student's base of experience. The
intern begins to see, feel, and under
stand what it means to practice law.
The clinical teaching method is
more Socratic than the classroom.
Rather than directing the interns
what to do and what to say, we are
constantly asking the students to
state what they should do or say and
then justify their thinking. We
encourage them to analyze why each
action is chosen, and why each deci
sion is made. Like medical residents,
they observe, they propose a course
of action; we evaluate and critique.
Together we discuss and collaborate.
Usually knowing the law is not the
problem; the problem is how to apply
the law to provide effective represen
tation to the client. Winning or losing
the case is important, of course, but
from our pedagogical point of view
what is more important is the stu
dents' structured experience in evalu
ating how they are actually handling
their cases—regardless of the
outcome.
Often that is the only such struc
tured learning experience that they
will have. It is very different from
the sink-or-swim first jobs of many
law graduates, and very different
from the highly controlled and
directed situations in which other
new lawyers find themselves. Ours is
a careful, goal-oriented process, and
it takes place in a setting that is
simultaneously legal laboratory and
excellently equipped small law office.
We work on basic skills, and we
insist on knowledge of the relevant
laws and legal principles. We stress
case management and law office
management; students learn the
importance of accurate time records
and a double independent docket
system for litigated and non-litigated
matters. We examine interpersonal
relationships, and we work on com
munication—how to communicate
with the client, how to communicate
the client's position to a judge or to
another attorney. Perhaps most
important, we maintain an atmo
sphere of collegiality that nurtures
creativity and self-motivation. We
encourage our students to develop
their own style and theory of prac
tice. There is no one "right" way to
practice law.
In addition to all the individualized,
one-on-one instruction, we bring the
class together for regular weekly
meetings. In the small seminar set
ting students bring to the class office
meeting the problems they have actu
ally encountered in their cases.
Together, they discuss possible solu-

Paul Grieco '89, at the computer keyboard.
Grieco is in the Criminal Defense Clinic.

tions, and the teacher reviews with
them the accepted practices, tech
niques, and methods for solving the
problems. A fertile collaboration
takes place between and among stu
dents and faculty. We discuss—for
instance—negotiations, client inter
viewing and counseling, motion prac
tice, pleading and hearing skills, and
ethical issues.
We believe that the clinical pro
gram is one of the great successes of
our law school. Through the years it
has helped to increase the school's
national stature, attracting talented
students who want a first-rate educa
tional program with a meaningful
laboratory/skills component. We are
always pleased when our graduates
tell us that their clinical experience
has been helpful in getting a job, and
even more pleased when they tell us
that what they learned in the clinic
has helped them be more effective
lawyers.

We are also excited about the clin
ic's future. Our immediate plans
include the integration of clinical
"labs" into some of the substantive
law courses. Adding a clinical experi
ence to those courses will help to
bridge the gap between knowing the
law and using the law; we think it
will increase the students' substan
tive knowledge and enhance their
analytical skills. And the introduction
of real legal experiences into the
courses will give the teachers addi
tional insights into the students'
competence.
On the drawing board are clinical
courses in health law to supplement
the programs of the Law-Medicine
Center and a clinical component to
be taught in conjunction with the
Family Law course. These two
courses will be our models for inte
grating clinical experiences with the
other substantive areas.
The ultimate, unifying goal is to
expand the clinic by integrating clini
cal offerings throughout the curricu
lum. With at least one clinical
offering in every major area of study
we will give students the opportunity
to collaborate with faculty in the
development and application of the
ory. We envision clinical components
to complement course offerings in
such areas as taxation, commercial
law, and labor law.
In short, the outlook for clinical
education at the CWRU School of
Law is better than favorable. The
1990s promise to be a decade of
growth, during which the Law School
Clinic will continue to enrich stu
dents' legal education—adding to
their knowledge and improving their
skills by allowing them to work with
real clients in the real, complex
world.

The most important development in legal education in the last hundred
years—arguably, the only one—is the advent of clinical education. At the begin
ning, it was controversial. The idea that students would leave the intense theo
retical discussions of the classroom in order to represent real clients in real
cases was somehow thought to be unacademic and anti-intellectual. Although
the controversy has subsided, clinical legal education is still in a developmental
stage. Several law schools have cut back or curtailed their clinical programs for
lack of resources. Here, we have ambitious plans to develop our clinical pro
gram as a model that will help to lead the development nationwide.
Although skeptics can be found among the faculty, clinical legal education is,
by and large, no longer regarded as non-academic. In fact, our premise is that
one of the most important aspects of law that students can learn is the relation
ship between substantive law and procedure—the issue of how one approaches
a particular case to reach a particular outcome given the substantive law
involved. Further, we believe that the skills that are taught in the clinic—skills
of communication, trial strategy, and litigation—can themselves be subjects of
additional academic studies on other of the lawyering skills.
Finally, the intensity of the interaction between faculty and student in the
clinical program, where the student/teacher ratio is normally ten to one pro
vides an opportunity for individual growth in both intellectual understanding of
the law and trial skills.
—Dean Peter M. Gerhart
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Clinic Alumni Look Back
What decides students to enroll in
the clinic? What do they gain from it?
Does it help them get a job? Does it
make the first job any easier? Does it
influence their career choices? And
how does it look to them, in retro
spect, five or ten years down the
road?
We asked such questions of a num
ber of clinic alumni. We talked to
some whose memories are quite
recent and to others who were
present at the clinic's creation and
now look back on it through ten
years of subsequent legal experience.
We talked to some graduates who
make daily use of the skill’s they
practiced as student interns, and to
others whose careers have led them
away from the courtroom.

One of the students enrolled in the
clinic's first year of operation was
Sandra Kenner Hunter, '77. "I was
an older student," she says, "used to
the practical working world. By the
third year of law school I was less
than enchanted with law as theory,
and I was ready to apply what I had
learned."
She still has vivid memories of
clinic instructors Lee Hutton and
Robert Stotter ("especially their pin
ball games at Lick's!") and clear
memories of clients and cases. One
not entirely willing client was a
woman, still a juvenile, who had to
press a paternity suit if she wanted to
keep her welfare payments. Hunter
still remembers the shock of learning
in the courtroom that her client had
more than the one child. "I hadn't
had much training in client counsel
ing," she says. "The situation was so
foreign to me, I didn't know enough
to ask the right questions."
Then there was the truck driver: "a
stubborn, intractable person who was
unwilling to compromise and just did
not understand that the dissolution of
a marriage requires that." He was
also "the sort of client who never
appreciated your work and who
would never be happy with anything
you could do for him." At least one
thing became clear to Sandra Hunter
from her clinic experience: "I did not
want to do domestic relations."
Hunter has stayed away from
domestic relations but has been less
successful at staying away from tax
matters—another area that she ruled
out as a law student. After graduation
she went to work for a solo practi
tioner, David C. Johnson, '68, doing
"the things he didn't want to do,"
which included estate and probate.
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She went along with him when he
joined the Cleveland firm of Kelley,
McCann & Livingstone and she is
now, with a secretary and a parale
gal, that firm's probate/estate
department.

Basinger did indeed become a liti
gator, starting out in the Lake County
prosecutor's office and then returning
to his home county, Putnam, where
he prosecuted for a time and then
entered private practice. In 1986 he
was elected to the Common Pleas
bench. He is one of just two judges ir
the county. "The other does juvenile
and probate, and I have general juris
diction and domestic relations."
Basinger is happy in his new role
even though—he confesses—"I miss
being a litigator. It's hard to stand
back and not get involved."

Randall L. Basinger, '77.

Another of the pioneers in that first
year—but this one in the criminal
course—was Randall L. Basinger,
'77. Basinger's partner was Amanda
Garver, and their most memorable
client was a woman accused of pros
titution. This was something like her
tenth arrest, but she had never been
convicted. Basinger and Garver filed
a motion to suppress. "The judge
bought our argument," says Basinger,
"but the prosecutor just turned
around and brought the charge again
as a felony. But ultimately it was
dismissed." By a happy coincidence,
that client was named Sandy; the
interns in the clinic that semester had
a good time joking about Randy,
Mandy, and Sandy.
Basinger had had an undergraduate
experience as a Congressional intern
in Washington. "In fact," he says, "I
had been in several experimental
programs, and I liked that kind of
practical setting. In law school I also
clerked for a Common Pleas judge in
Lake County. The clinic was one of
the most beneficial courses I had in
law school. It gave me a taste of
litigation and helped me decide that
that was what I would enjoy doing. I
think it should be required of every
law student—I'm that convinced of
its benefits."

William C. Fee, '80.

Several other early clinicians have
gone the judicial route. One is
William C. Fee, '80, who began his
career as a legal aid attorney on a
Reginald Heber Smith Fellowship am
now sits on the bench of the Steuber
County Superior Court in the north
east corner of Indiana. Like Basinger
Fee somewhat misses being in the
fray of advocacy. He likes bench
trials, he says, because "when there':
no jury to prejudice I can be more
active. I get in there and ask ques
tions." He says he has no ambitions
to move to the appellate court: "I
really like trial work. That's where
the excitement is. I can't see myself
reading transcripts, deciding solely
legal issues. I like the freshness that
real people bring to the courtroom."
Fee believes so firmly that "what
goes on in the courtroom is at the
center of what lawyering is about"
that he would encourage all law stu-

dents to take a clinical course,
whether or not they intend to go into
trial practice. "You get a perspective
that's altogether different from the
classroom. It's one thing to learn the
rules of civil procedure, but it's
another thing to actually do the
process."
Fee's own experience was in the
criminal clinic. He still remembers
how "impassioned" he and his part
ner (Renny Joe 'Tyson) were in their
defense of a woman who had been
charged with resisting law enforce
ment late one night when her boy
friend was arrested outside a tavern,
and their feeling that they were "on
cloud nine" when the judge agreed
with them that "it was a public place
and she had a perfect right not to
leave just because the cops told her
to." He also remembers their search
through the rather seedy neighbor
hood for witnesses who might help
them: "We went into this tavern and
it was like an old western. Everybody
got quiet and looked at us. We sidled
up to the bar and tried to pretend to
be inconspicuous. But once they
found out we were representing the
woman, they got friendly and it was
okay."
The clinic taught him, says Fee,
some "true-to-life" lessons, such as
"Always check your client." He and
'lyson waited until just before a sen
tencing to check their client's file and
found prior convictions that "he had
conveniently forgotten to tell us
about." Another lesson came near the
end of the semester when amid all
the other end-of-term pressures they
had to write a brief on the introduc
tion of radar in speeding citations in
one of the suburbs. "We got a contin
uance from the judge," says Fee rue
fully, "but not from Peter Joy. He told
us we had to learn the importance of
deadlines."
Finally, Fee remembers the cama
raderie of the clinic. "We were part
of a group with a joint mission.
Everyone was in on it, including the
secretary. We had a sense of family.
Or let's say it felt like a small law
firm."

In the second year of the clinic one
of the interns was Oliver R. Hunter,
'78, who had graduated from I\iskegee Institute in Alabama and had
been encouraged by a prominent
local attorney, Fred D. Gray, '54, to
apply here to law school. For that
matter. Hunter knew other CWRU
law graduates in his own hometown
of Albany, Georgia—C. B. King, '52,
and his son, Chevene Jr., who was in
the class ahead of Hunter's.
Hunter signed up for the civil clinic
because, he says, "I had had limited
work experience. I wanted the

Oliver R. Hunter, '78.

Stephen F. Belden, '79.

chance to apply what I had been
learning in the classroom and see
would it all come together."
Hunter says that for him the main
benefit of the clinic was the boost it
gave to his confidence. "It looked
good on my resume," he says, "and
employers reacted well to it. But the
main benefit was mine." Starting his
first job, as a legal services attorney
back in Albany, "I could think that I
knew what I was doing. That gave
my clients some confidence in me."
The clinic experience meant, says
Hunter, that he could "start in right
away" when he reported to work. "I
was used to dealing with clients. I
knew that many problems weren't
really legal and it was a question of
getting the person to the right agency.
I could go right in and handle an
interview. I knew how to cut through
the extraneous stuff and find out
what I needed to know."
After a year and a half in legal
services. Hunter took a job in Savan
nah as an assistant county attorney,
and in 1984 he moved on to a similar
position in Atlanta. There he is one
of eight attorneys in the office's litiga
tion division, mainly handling mat
ters involving police and firefighters.
He also reports that he is now on
the teaching side of clinical legal edu
cation. The county attorney's office is
one of several places where the
Emory law school sends student
interns, who work under the joint
supervision of Emory faculty and
attorneys on the scene. "I always ask
the interns what they are looking
for," says Hunter, "and what they
hope to gain from the experience.
And I try to give them work that is
really meaningful—not something
that a paralegal or a secretary could
do."

Stephen F. Belden, '79, was a
clinic intern in the year after Oliver
Hunter graduated. He chose the crim
inal clinic because it promised more
courtroom experience than the civil
clinic, and he still has fond memories
of "battling in Cleveland Heights
Muni Court over grave constitutional
issues arising out of license suspen
sion cases." In that case, a patrolman
had stopped a driver "for no good
reason" and then discovered that his
license was suspended. Belden
argued that stopping the motorist was
illegal and entered a motion to sup
press the evidence gained thereby.
When the motion was granted—
"much to my surprise," says
Belden—he had a moment's uncer
tainty what to do next. He says he
can still hear his accompanying attor
ney, Peter Joy, almost shouting at
him: "Move to dismiss! Move to
dismiss!"
He also remembers Joy's teasing
him when, during the prosecutorial
stint that was always included in the
criminal clinic, Belden got a motorist
convicted of running a red light.
"Peter Joy was shouting all around
the clinic, 'Belden asked for the death
penalty!"'
Belden sums up the clinic course as
"a ton of work, but well worth it.
They really stressed preparation. You
had a check list, and every time you
went to court you went over that
check list together. It was a fine expe
rience. I probably got more long-term
benefit from that course than from
any other in law school."
Belden began his career with three
years in the Navy JAG Corps, two as
a prosecutor and the third as a claims
officer. When his tour of duty ended,
he stayed in South Carolina and, with
two friends, opened a law office—
"three rookies," he describes them,
"taking on the old boy network of
Charleston." Eventually Belden
decided to go back home to Canton,
Ohio. He had clerked as a law stu13

dent for Vogelgesang, Howes, Lindamood & Brunn and he heard (through
his father, Canton attorney Dan
Belden, '42, who had happened one
day to run into Phil Howes, '60) that
the firm was looking for an experi
enced attorney.
He is happy to have "more chal
lenging cases" now, and "no problem
getting paid." He's not unhappy to be
out of criminal law. "It's exciting to
deal with constitutional issues," he
says, "but they take their toll emo
tionally. I don't like seeing my clients
go to jail. I'd rather have money at
stake than someone's freedom."

Jane S. Miller, '80.

The foregoing paragraphs might
suggest that all graduates of the Law
School Clinic go on to become litiga
tors, or at least the kind of practition
ers who represent individual clients.
But we have found clinic alumni in
banks and other unlikely places. Two
cases in point are 1980 classmates
Jane S. Miller, who's with Ameritrust in Cleveland, and Mark M.
Bennett, at the Comerica Bank in
Detroit.
Jane Miller says that even as she
entered her last semester of law
school she had no idea what sort of
work she would do after graduation.
"But I wanted to see what practice
was about. I wanted to work with
clients, have the chance to do briefs
and pleadings." She credits the civil
clinic with improving her personal
skills^ helping her learn how to relate
to clients, and teaching her to iden
tify issues and think of ways to solve
problems. Those skills still serve, she
says, even though now her clients are
her banking colleagues and the issues
and problems have to do with
employee benefits, trusts, and IRA's.
In Brief happened upon Mark Ben
nett two years ago and included him
in a Focus on Detroit. When asked
what he had liked best about law
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school, his answer was the clinic.
"What I liked was the practicality of
it," he said. "It wasn't so book-ori
ented, and I guess I think books are
at best a necessary evil. I liked deal
ing with the clients and figuring out
how to solve a problem and get the
best outcome." Bennett took both
clinics, civil and criminal, and says:
"I would have taken a third if there
had been one."

Evangeline Levison, '82, is an
administrator in the Affirmative
Action Bureau of the Chicago Board
of Education, overseeing contracts
and being sure that minorities and
women get a fair share of the board's
business. She says that she took the
clinic because students in the class
ahead of her recommended it. In
turn, she recommended it to students
in the class behind.
Her clearest memory of the clinic
experience is that "For the first time
in law school I was in an environ
ment where I wasn't afraid. I didn't
have to worry about getting called on
in class and getting pounded if I gave
the wrong answer. The clinic instruc
tors were so open and so cooperative,
you could just relax. If you did some
thing wrong, they helped you do it
again and do it right. It was a
relief!"
After graduation, Levison worked
for an oil and gas corporation in
Omaha for about a year, then moved
to Illinois, took the Illinois bar, and
practiced with a small firm in
Aurora. In the spring of 1986 she
joined the Chicago Board of Educa
tion's law department, and in Decem
ber 1987 she was promoted to her
present position. Is she finding any
use for anything she learned as a
clinic intern? She answered: "All
those skills are cumulative. I use
everything I've got."

For a brief period in the early '80s
the clinic offered a third course deal
ing with juveniles. Jennifer Monroe
taught it, and one of her students was
Nancy G. McMillen, '82. McMillen
had a longstanding interest in the
subject. In between college and law
school she had been a social worker,
and among her law courses were
Juvenile Law and Family Law.
When we asked McMillen what it
was like to shift from social work to
being a lawyer, her answer was a
little surprising. "As a social worker,"
she said, "I was the hostile, investiga
tive person. Most of my job was
investigating child abuse, and the
people I was dealing with saw me as
the enemy. In the clinic, I had people

Nancy G. McMillen, '82.

coming to me for help. One of my
clients was a parent who had lost
custody. I had to learn to look at that
situation from the opposite
perspective."
Another of her clinic clients was a
young man who at age 15 had
fathered a child and now was the
respondent in a paternity suit.
Another was a youth accused of par
ticipation in a car theft. Another was
a youth, mildly retarded, accused of
shoplifting and admitting to the
crime. "The real question there was
of disposition," says McMillen. "He
had been living with his mother, and
we arranged for him to live with his
father instead."
McMillen began her career in
nearby Medina County, "working in
human services under the Office of
County Prosecutor," and again
mainly involved in cases of abuse
and neglect. After about four years,
she became an assistant prosecutor.
That ended at the beginning of this
year with the advent of a new prose
cutor. When In Brief talked with her,
McMillen was still not sure what her
next move would be.
McMillen regrets the demise of the
juvenile clinic because, she says,
"juvenile work has its own special
rules and procedures, and the clinic
was a good place to learn them." But
she thinks that any clinical experi
ence is good preparation for any kind
of law practice. "There's a carryover
in any courtroom situation. If you've
done the criminal clinic, you've
learned something you can use in a
bankruptcy matter." She adds: "I
always recommend the clinic. I'd
make it a required course."

While all the graduates we sur
veyed praised the clinical program,
one went so far as to say that without
it he might never have finished law
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school. "I was an unhappy law stu
dent," says William S. Jacobson,
'83, "and I was on the verge of drop
ping out. But I thought I'd take the
clinic and see what it was like to be a
lawyer." He signed up for the civil
clinic in the summer before his third
year.
One client was a father who
wanted custody of his children. "He
was admittedly a drinker," says
Jacobson, "but he was not a bad guy
and he wanted the kids, and the
mother didn't want them. The social
worker was being a nuisance and
insisting that the father agree to regu
lar counseling, and he just wasn't
willing."
There were other domestic rela
tions matters. "One client called me
at 3 a.m.," says Jacobson, "to tell me
that her husband was beating her. It
shook me up that she'd call her law
yer, not the police." He learned the
obvious lesson; "Never give a client
your home phone number." And, like
Sandra Hunter [supra], he also
learned that "domestic relations was
one thing I did not want to do."
The one problem with the clinic,
from Jacobson's point of view, was
that—especially in a summer semes
ter—"you didn't see matters come to
fruition. I never had the satisfaction
of working on something start to
finish."
But that was a minor drawback.
Jacobson "really liked the client con
tact." "You could feel like a lawyer,"
says Jacobson, and he liked the feel
ing. Having glimpsed the light at the
end of the tunnel, he hung in there
for his third year of law school.
As you might have gathered, and as
Jacobson freely admits, he finished
law school with "not very great"
academic credentials and hiring part
ners were not exactly beating a path
to his door. So he did what he says
he had "sworn never to do": he went
to work with his father, Cleveland
attorney Aaron Jacobson, who was
then with Nurenberg, Plevin, Jacob
son, Heller & McCarthy. Two years
later the elder Jacobson left to estab
lish his own firm (Jacobson, May
nard, Hischman & Kalur), and his son
happily stayed behind.
By now the unhappy law student
has turned into a busy', successful
lawyer who thoroughly enjoys what
he's doing. "I really love the trial
work!" he says. "I've probably tried
as many plaintiffs' civil cases to a
jury as anyone else in town during
the past year." He laughs. "The sen
ior attorneys in the firm give me
some of the tough cases and I actu
ally win a few of them."

Keith R. Kraus, '84.

Like Bill Jacobson, Keith R. Kraus,
'84, is the son of a Cleveland attorney
(William J. Kraus, '34). Unlike Jacob
son, he did not resist the paternal law
practice, and upon graduation he
joined the firm of Kraus & Kraus.
(The second Kraus is Keith's elder
brother, Kenneth, a graduate of
Michigan.)
Keith Kraus ranks the clinic as one
of his top experiences in law school,
along with Professor McElhaney's
class in Trial Tactics. He enrolled in
the criminal clinic, he says, because
he had been clerking with a criminal
defense firm. Gold, Rotatori,
Schwartz & Gibbons, and he was
seriously thinking of a career in crim
inal law (before "reality" took over,
he says now).
His most memorable client, he
says, was a man whom he defended
on a misdemeanor assault charge—"a
real character, who carried something
like a baseball bat under the seat of
his car. He worked as a parking lot

attendant, and he said he needed it
for protection. He had other prob
lems." Despite Kraus's efforts to
bargain with the prosecutor, the case
went to a bench trial before Rocky
River Judge Milton D. Holmes, '50.
Kraus must have been disappointed
on losing the case, but his chief mem
ory is of the blind judge's mastery of
the courtroom. "While I was crossexamining the police officer, he kept
asking questions. He was visualizing
the whole thing. I was impressed."
Kraus liked the practicality of the
clinic experience—"actually going
through the processes, having to
stand on your feet in the courtroom."
He learned a lot about interviewing:
"The clients were not the most artic
ulate, not the best communicators,
and it wasn't easy to get the informa
tion you needed." And he got a sense
of what a small law office should be:
"We had all the resources, all the city
ordinances, all the form files. It was a
very well run operation."

Two other clinic interns of the class
of '84 are now colleagues at the
Domestic Relations Division of the
Cuyahoga County Court of Common
Pleas. Diane M. Palos started work
there in the legal department in the
spring of 1985 and became a referee
in 1987. Serpil Ergun followed in
her tracks a year later. Neither one
imagines a permanent career as a
referee, but neither one is thinking
yet about private practice or other
possibilities. In separate interviews
their thoughts were remarkably simi
lar. "There's still so much to learn,"
said Ergun. "I still haven't learned
enough yet," said Palos.
Ergun took the criminal clinic and
remembers it as "a wonderful experi-

Serpil Ergun and Diane M. Palos, both '84. Behind them is the old home of the Law School
Clinic, undergoing renovation before opening as the Glidden House, a bed-and-breakfast inn.
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ence." She enjoyed working with her
partner, Carol Gedeon, "bouncing
ideas off each other and discussing
how best to handle our cases," and
she enjoyed their "good relations
with the other clinic students." She
says: "It was nice to work with class
mates in the spirit of cooperation
rather than competition." The other
"fun thing" in her third year was the
Moot Court Board—"the two together
were a good combination."
At the beginning of the semester,
says Ergun, she felt uneasy about
getting what seemed so little supervi
sion from the clinic instructors. "But
I think there was a point to leaving
us on our own. You have to take that
step from being a clerk to being a
lawyer, from being told what to do to
taking the responsibility." That "will
ingness to assume responsibility," she
says, was perhaps the main advan
tage that she brought to her first job.
And she felt that the employers she
interviewed recognized what the
clinic had given her. "They saw the
clinic as a plus," she says, "and they
were impressed. I could say to them,
T've handled these cases. I've been in
these courts. I've got these results.'"
While Ergun was in the criminal
clinic, Palos was an intern on the
civil side. She had entered law school
after a year as a paralegal, and after
two years of law in the classroom she
welcomed the return to the practicali
ties. She admits: "I was generally not
thrilled with the law school experi
ence. The one thing I look back on
fondly is the clinic."
She had a mix of cases—probate,
insurance, divorce, landlord/tenant.
"The client in the insurance case lied
to us," she remembers. "That kind of
thing jades you, but you need to
learn that it can happen. And the
landlord-tenant case didn't resolve by
the end of the semester. The one
thing that came to a satisfying end
was the divorce. We were represent
ing the wife, and at first the husband
just wouldn't talk to us. I tried to call
him at home, and I got his mother.
She called her daughter-in-law all
sorts of vile names; she was venting.
Finally the husband came in at the
last minute and signed the agree
ment, and the divorce went
through."
For many interns in the civil clinic,
a taste of divorce is more than
enough, and domestic relations is
foreyer ruled out as a career option.
Palos had the opposite reaction: "I
had thought I'd never want to do
domestic relations, but it turned out
that that was what I liked best."
After graduation she went to work
for the City of Brook Park, but she
"kept trying to get a job with the
Domestic Relations Court" until she
finally succeeded. And she gets from
her current work the same kind of
pleasure that she got from handling
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that divorce as a student intern: "I
like the idea that you follow through,
you accomplish something. I like the
sense of progress, of completion. I
like being a referee. It's like the
clinic—it suits my practicality."

Ari H. Jaffe, '86.

Two years after Palos and Ergun
came through the clinic, 1986 class
mates Arthur F. Brown III and Ari
H. Jaffe were enrolled (respectively)
in the criminal and civil clinic. Says
Brown: "I took the clinic because I
knew I wanted to go into criminal
litigation." Says Jaffe: "I had heard
good things about the clinic and I
wanted the hands-on experienceeven though I wasn't particularly
interested in representing indigent
clients or anything directly related."
Of the five cases he handled.
Brown remembers most clearly the
one in which he represented a
woman accused of harassing another
woman by telephone. It went to a
bench trial in Shaker Heights. Brown
and his client didn't stand much of a
chance: "They had done a telephone
trace, and they knew that calls had
been made from my client's number.
She claimed her husband had made
the calls, but a police officer who had
been at the victim's home on one of
these occasions had picked up an
extension and said he recognized my
client's voice." Not surprisingly, the
client was convicted.
Though Brown was unshaken in his
interest in criminal litigation, he
decided that he had had enough of
criminal defense. His clinical semester
included not even the usual brief
prosecuting experience, and at the
time he regretted the lack. He says,
"There should be a whole course in
criminal prosecution."
When Brown applied to prosecu
tors' offices—in some thirty states—
he discovered that most had no

interest in someone who had not yet
passed the bar. The Florida state's
attorney's office was an exception.
"Not only were they willing to hire:
if you had been a clinical intern, you
could go to work immediately, even
before the bar admission." Brown
realized that the clinic was a definite
plus on his resume: "They knew they
wouldn't have deadwood on their
hands while they waited for me to
get through the bar."
Now nearly three years later Arthur
Brown is happy in his chosen track.
He defines himself as "a career
prosecutor."
Meanwhile Ari Jaffe has been
working as associate corporate coun
sel for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Ohio. He assured In Brief ihai he has
made good use of the communicating
and negotiating skills he learned in
the clinic. "I'm a big believer in
apprenticeships," he says. "I think
the clinic should be mandatory."
Jaffe has fond memories of the
client for whom he wrote a will—"an
elderly black woman, very poor but
very sharp. That was a tremendous
experience." He remembers less
fondly the insurance agent "who said
he was really happy to be dealing
with a law student because he could
teach me how insurance really
works" and whose fraudulent
schemes "we wound up reporting to
the state regulators."
Then there was the student who
was being thrown out of the Ohio
Diesel Technical Institute and whose
parents wanted to sue the school.
"It's a dictatorial sort of school, with
strict rules about attendance, but
their idea is that they want to turn
out a disciplined, responsible gradu
ate. What the parents wanted, really,
was exactly the same thing: to make
the kid employable. So we helped
them find a tutor for their son
instead of suing the school."
The civil clinic gave Jaffe an idea of
the lawyer's role that still is implicit
when he describes his work for Blue
Cross and Blue Shield: "Basically my
job is helping people figure out what
they really need, and how to get it."

Though Karen Silberman, '87, is
only two years out of law school, she
has had a wider breadth of experi
ence than her class year might indi
cate. Before entering law school she
taught four years at a Maryland shel
ter home for delinquent and abused
juveniles; those years gave her a
special interest in the criminal justice
system.
She chose her law courses accord
ingly: Criminal Procedure, Criminal
Process, TVial Thctics, Criminal Clinic.
One of her clinic cases took her to a
bench trial in Rocky River. "I repre-

Karen Silberman, '87.

sented a young man accused of reck
less assault. He had got in a fight at a
fairgrounds. It really wasn't my cli
ent's fault, but the other guy was a
college student and so it was my
client they went after." She had the
satisfaction of an acquittal.
"I never thought I'd be a prosecu
tor," says Silberman, "but here I
am." "Here" is the office of the Man
hattan district attorney.
At the outset Silberman felt that the
beginning attorneys who had had
some clinical experience had a defi
nite advantage over those who had
not. And she has been especially
grateful for her background in crimi
nal defense. "Some attorneys are so
rigid!" she says. "Being a defense
lawyer opened my eyes. I know that
there's more to a criminal case than
first appears." She thinks that her
teaching experience as well as her
clinical training helped her judgment,
and she is pleased that her job allows
her to exercise that judgment: "I'm
not a hard-liner. I can decide, 'Maybe
this person needs a break.' We're
allowed a lot of discretion."
Silberman intends to stay in the
DA's office at least three years and
maybe longer: "A part of me wants to
stay long enough to try a homicide."
Then she imagines a criminal defense
practice, and maybe some years as a
referee in Juvenile Court. What is her
ultimate goal? 'Td like to be a Juve
nile Court judge." In Ohio, her home
state, that would mean taking the
political path and running for elec
tion. "I'll do whatever it takes," she
says cheerfully.

Besides talking with several clinic
alumni, we had letters from Cyril J.
Mcllhargie, '77, David C. Indiano,
'81, and Alexander C. Kinzler, '84.
All three are worth quoting.
Mcllhargie, now practicing in Chi
cago with Corboy & Demetrio,

recalled three of the cases he worked
on in the criminal clinic. "The first
involved a young man who was
charged with soliciting sexual ser
vices from an undercover police
officer who was wired. It was her
testimony that by gesture and innu
endo he had in fact requested that
she perform an 'unnatural act' for
monetary recompense. While the
case ultimately ended in a plea nego
tiation to a misdemeanor charge, it
certainly provided a lively opportu
nity for some interesting inquiry and
an enhanced level of awareness and
sophistication about street life which
was certainly not at my command
before.
"The second case involved a speak
easy/after hours joint where the
police officers' investigation consisted
of looking through a window no less
than 12 feet above sidewalk level,
from which vantage point they
claimed to have observed the illegal
sale of liquor. The absurdity of police
claims that this conduct was in 'open
view' and hence an exception to the
protection provided by the Fourth
Amendment was demonstrated to be
amusing if not utterly absurd.
"The last case involved a young
man who was charged with possess
ing 'criminal tools' in the form of a
'slap hammer' or 'dent puller.' The
prosecutors' case consisted in the
main of proving through 'expert
police officer testimony' that regard
less of a person's background, the
mere possession of this particular tool
constituted a criminal act. The crossexamination disclosed that in the
mind of the police officer involved
even a priest, minister, or rabbi
found in possession of this mechani
cal device would be 'guilty of crimi
nal conduct.'
"The clinic allowed the uninitiated
and the untried to stand as lawyers
and speak for the first time in a
courtroom. The practical lessons of
human interaction and personal con
fidence were of tremendous value. I
went from standing mute with fear at
the time of my first assignment as a
clinic student to conducting my first
felony trial as a freshman public
defender less than a year later. This
progression was made possible by the
gentle but demanding instruction of a
clinic experience."

David Indiano, who practices in
Puerto Rico with Jimenez, Graffam &
Lausell, took time to write although
he was in the last hectic stages of
preparation for the massive trial
resulting from the New Year's Eve
1986 Dupont Plaza Hotel fire. "While
in law school I never anticipated that
I would litigate," he says. "As things
turned out, though, that is what I

do." And certainly one of the experi
ences that directed Indiano toward
litigation was his semester in the civil
clinic:
"I had the rare opportunity to actu
ally participate in the trial of a jury
case. The case involved some CWRU
graduate students and their landlord.
We sued the landlord for constructive
eviction. The trial lasted the better
part of a week and the jury found in
our favor. In addition, we were
awarded attorneys' fees. I still recall
many of the lessons I learned in the
case. I realized how hard it was to

David C. Indiano, '81.

ask your own witness a non-leading
question. Cross-examination is really
a lot more fun."
That semester Indiano had other
cases too, of course, and he says they
provided a sense of balance. "This
proved to be a pretty good indicator
of what practicing law is like. There
usually are a couple of major projects
you concentrate on while you try to
keep several other balls in the air.
The clinic helps you realize, though,
that every one of these balls is impor
tant and you must appreciate that
every client is only concerned about
his case. The clinic helped me under
stand that there is no easy case or
unimportant client."

Alex Kinzler, vice president and
secretary of Barnwell Industries in
Honolulu, sent not only a letter but a
couple of pounds of Kona coffee, to
the great delight of the clinic staff
and students. He writes that he
enjoys conversations with classmate
Kevin Takata, who's in the local pros
ecutor's office, about criminal cases
in the news. "I find myself to have a
reasonable grasp of criminal law trial
work just from the criminal clinic
experience and Professor Katz's
classes. I'm still keenly interested in
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the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amend
ment issues that I studied in the
classes and put to use in the clinic."
He adds: "The clinic experience
demonstrates to a student many of
the practicalities and problems
involved in the true practice of law,
which differ greatly from what is
taught in the classroom. I recall one
clinic case in which my partner and I
had a favorable plea arrangement
worked out for a client who then
failed to appear in court. This
resulted in the prosecutor's altering
the plea arrangement to our client's
detriment, but it also provided an
important lesson to us: clients do not
always do what they should and
follow the advice given to them.
From then on, we took extra steps to
ensure that our clients would, in fact,
appear when required.
"I thought that the feeling I got
when we successfully defended a
client from a difficult charge or suc
ceeded in making a good plea agree
ment was very satisfying, and in
many ways a greater reward than the
grades given for successful work. I
recall achieving some fleeting notori
ety with the Cleveland Heights prose-

Alexander C. Kinzler, '84.

cutor after my partner and I
succeeded in having a first-degree
misdemeanor charge of driving under
suspension thrown out with some
fancy procedural maneuvering and a
double-jeopardy argument. This
resulted in the client's conviction on
a lesser charge only. As I recall, this

was briefly known as the KinzlerWilburn rule in Cleveland Heights,
short-lived though it was before being
overturned by the Ohio Supreme
Court after the semester was over.
"My last comment would be that
the clinic environment also provided
a 'home' to some students, including
myself. The clinic staff helped to
provide a basic support structure
which helped students not only to get
their clinic work done, but also to do
the work required for other classes.
Once you left your RAW group after
the first year, that kind of support
was otherwise lacking. The clinic
environment provided, in effect, a
refuge from the other aspects of law
school."
Kinzler would probably like the
way Ari Jaffe put it: "The clinic is
not like the typical 'alone' experience
of law school. In the clinic you get
support from the instructors and also
from the other students. You get the
feeling that you're never out there
alone."
-K.E.T.

Whatever happened to...
In past issues of In Brief we have
asked—and answered—that question
about a number of graduates who, in
their day, were honored as Student of
the Year. Our former Students of the
Year are widely scattered, from West
Coast to East Coast and even abroad
(William B. Goldfarb, '56, in Israel;
James L. Hildebrand, '69, in
England). But a certain number
remain in Cleveland, and quite a
remarkable number are clustered in
one law firm—Baker & Hostetler.
Four are partners in B&H's Cleveland
office, and if we had done this article
two years earlier we would have
found a fifth, Don H. Pace, '64,
before he left the firm and moved to
New York.
And so, with a minimal investment
of reportorial time and shoe leather.
In Brief can bring you up to date
qn . . .

William W. Falsgraf
1958 Student of the Year
It can scarcely be said that Bill
Falsgraf disappeared from view after
graduation. If he began his career
somewhat in the shadow of his
father, Wendell A. (Whitey) Falsgraf,
'28, he quickly made his own place
in the Cleveland community and he
gained national prominence with his
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election as president of the American
Bar Association, 1985-86.
Despite his heritage. Bill Falsgraf
had no early thought of being an
attorney. He confessed to In Brief that
his first ambition was to be a garbageman. "Our garbageman was a
neat guy, and he'd talk to me when
he picked up the garbage. I thought,
'Here's a nice fellow, and he's doing
good things for the community. I'd
like to be like him."'

By the time he went to Amherst
College, Falsgraf had lost interest in
garbage and decided instead on medi
cine. Then when he "fared rather
poorly in physics," he switched to a
major in economics—"the right deci
sion," he now says, "for the wrong
reason." When he began to think
seriously about law, he considered
Harvard and other eastern law
schools but decided that it made
sense to study law in the locality

where he eventually would practice.
"I loved law school," Falsgraf
declares. "Most people think of it as
a necessary evil, but I liked it a lot.
College was okay, but for the first
time I was focused and headed
toward a goal." Though he was lean
ing toward business law, he enjoyed
Evidence just as much. He enjoyed
moot court. He enjoyed the Law
Review, and especially being editor in
chief. It was all, he says, "great
fun."
Much of the "fun" was intellectual.
Even then Falsgraf was aware that he
had the benefit of the waning days of
a great generation of law teachers. He
particularly remembers the "special
experience" of studying bankruptcy
with Carl Friebolin—"the grand old
man of the bankruptcy bar in the
whole country, a giant in the field."
But he knew that, given the age of
the faculty, "they'd be gone in
another two or three years."
An exception was Oliver Schroeder,
then a young sprout, who now as
professor emeritus remembers the
student Falsgraf quite well. "He was
a talented student," says Schroeder,
"and a very pleasant person. He was
firm, but you never consciously felt
the firmness, and he could get people
to work together. I knew that as
Whitey's son he would get an early
start in the ABA. I told him when he
graduated—and this is the gods'
truth!—that one day he would be
ABA president."
Perhaps Falsgraf was the quintes
sential Student of the Year. By all
accounts he was an excellent student,
but he inspired no resentment or
envy. "He was never one to alien
ate," says his classmate Joe Meyers.
"He was not one of those who wear
their intellect on their lapel. He was
unassuming, relaxed, and never
seemed to take himself too seriously."
"Laid back" is Jim Berick's descrip
tion: "He was the only one of us in
that first year who didn't appear to
be terrified." Berick, who has known
Falsgraf since they were in seventh
grade, adds that Falsgraf has not
changed essentially from that day to
this: "He is exactly the same
person."
Falsgraf spent his second law stu
dent summer with Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey and was offered a perma
nent position there, somewhat to the
surprise of his father, who had
assumed that Bill would join his
practice and who harrumphed a bit
about the exorbitant salary ($450 a
month) that the larger firm was offer
ing as enticement. And, after all, the
son joined the Falsgraf firm. "I was
maybe the fifth or sixth attorney," he
recalls, "but we were up to twelve
when we merged with Baker in 1971.
It was a general practice, largely
corporate. I did a combination of

corporate and trust work, and I still
hang on to some of that."
But even before the merger of the
two firms Bill Falsgraf had begun to
develop an interest in environmental
law—"before it became a household
word." The merger gave him the
opportunity to do more work in that
field, and to do it for bigger clients.
"I did have a little technical back
ground," he says. "I had taken chem
istry as a pre-med, and I've always
had an interest in science. So it was
natural."
During his tenure as ABA president
he stayed in touch with his clients
and with the firm's environmental
group, but he admits that "it took
some hustling after I got back to
catch up. Fortunately I had a pretty
good base of understanding. I had
kept reading, but unless you're actu
ally doing it, it's very difficult. But
you get back into it."
Besides enjoying being back in law
practice, Falsgraf is enjoying what he
says is "the greatest job in the
world"—being a past president of the
ABA. It's a great job, he says, because
"you can have as much involvement
as you want. You stay in the House
of Delegates for ten years. Opportuni
ties come up, and you can choose to
do what interests you. I sit on the
board of the American Bar Endow
ment, which runs the group insur
ance program and generates income
for charitable and educational func
tions. And I do some fund raising and
other things."
Perhaps the most important of his
continuing activities is his vice chair
manship of the ABA's Commission on
Women in the Profession. Falsgraf is
convinced that "this is one of the
most interesting and compelling
issues that the bar has to face. There
are differences between the sexes,
and the profession simply has to
accommodate."
The sheer number of women law
graduates, says Falsgraf, makes the
issue so important. "You just can't
ignore that 40 percent. Even if they
were all across the spectrum, you
couldn't ignore them, and the fact is
that they tend to represent the upper
echelon of the talent."
Even though "advances are being
made, and there's less and less gen
der bias," what remains is "more
subtle now, and more difficult to deal
with. Women are rising to a certain
level—a glass ceiling—and then they
just don't go any further. You know
it's not their law school record, or
their motivation, or their attention to
detail. It has to be a latent prejudice,
pushed out of sight but still there."
In Falsgraf's view the problem is
not just in law firms. "We're looking
at the bar association itself: how well
does it perform in hiring women and
advancing them. And we may do a
study of women in legal education.

It's really remarkable how few
women rise to the tenured level in
major law schools."
Would the commission's "doing a
study" have any real effect on the
prospects of women law teachers?
With that certain firmness noted by
Professor Schroeder, Falsgraf replied:
"That could be made one of the stan
dards for accreditation."

John H. Wilharm, Jr.
I960 Student of the Year
Jack Wilharm was a class ahead of
Bill Falsgraf at Amherst College but
took time out for the Air Force and
so followed him by five semesters at
the law school, entering with a mid
year group and graduating in January,
1960. The grand old names were still
on the faculty (but just barely). "I
can still remember some of DeWitt's
examples," Wilharm says.
Despite being a somewhat older
veteran, and despite being a semester
out of phase, Wilharm involved him
self in the school's extracurricular
programs. He was a prize-winning
moot court participant and an editor
of the Law Review. His classmates
remember him as "personable,"
"mature," "gregarious." "People
enjoyed being with him," says Jim
Young, who was editor in chief of the
Review and has been a good friend of
Wilharm's since their law school
days. Though Wilharm had finished
school in January, he was well
remembered in May when the time
came to select the Student of the Year
for 1960.
Though he had several job offers,
Wilharm's choice came down to two:
the Baker firm or the Falsgraf firm.
"It was one of the hardest decisions
of my life," he says, but he went
with the smaller. Ultimately he had
nothing at all to regret: the two firms
merged in 1971 and Wilharm found
himself a partner in what is now
Baker & Hostetler.
Wilharm was content to begin law
practice by doing "a little bit of
everything," but he quickly gravi
tated toward litigation. Then when
someone left the firm who had been
doing labor work, Wilharm was
happy to step into that practice. He
was (and is) "oriented to people," he
had taken labor courses in law
school, and his Air Force experience
as executive officer of a supply
squadron had, he says, been excellent
training for that line of work. Now
Wilharm is coordinator of labor prac
tice for Baker's Cleveland office.
In the early years of his career
Wilharm moonlighted as a bar exam
iner. "I enjoyed that very much," he
says. "I liked the academic aspect,
writing questions, and I liked the
associations with the Ohio Supreme
Court and with other lawyers
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throughout the state. I still run into
people who remember me from those
days. Not long ago I met a Common
Pleas judge who recognized me; he
said, 'Please don't ask me those ques
tions again!’"
The reading of bar exams led
Wilharm to seek election to the Cha
grin Falls Board of Education. "I was
appalled at the quality of thought and
writing in some of the examinations.
The bad exams were simply unintelli
gible. I wanted to get involved in
education. I thought I could do some
good." He served on the board for
eight years. "From 1973 to 1981," he
says, "that was a dominant thing in
my life."
Wilharm has seen a lot of change
in his law practice over the nearly
thirty years. "When I started," he
says, "everything had to do with
NLRB. You had a really free employ
ment-at-will situation. But ever since
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 there has
been a steady encroachment of gov
ernment and law into management.
So the practice has gotten broader.
We have to deal with a whole range
of employment situations now. And it
will get even broader. This year's
Congress's agenda includes things
like mandatory parental leave policy
and increases in the minimum wage.
And Senator Metzenbaum has intro
duced legislation to regulate waivers
of the Age Discrimination Act. There
is going to be more and more regula
tion of employment."
Wilharm describes his role as
"helping my clients walk the line
between compliance with all the
rules and being good managers. My
job is to use my imagination to devise
legitimate ways for my clients to
realize their goals." He likes the fact
that he builds a long-term relation
ship with his clients: "That's one of
the rewards of the practice. You get
to know people and their companies
well. And it's really a hands-on prac
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tice. We spend time at the bargaining
table, in negotiations, arbitrations."
He adds; "I really like getting into
plants. I used to do a lot of work in
the machine tool industry. Learning
how things work, understanding the
processes—that's part of the fun, if
you have a curiosity about how
things are made. And you really have
the sense that law is not an end in
itself. As a lawyer you're part of the
production process."

Gary L. Bryenton
1965 Student of the Year
Gary Bryenton is the only one of
our foursome whose background is
not Cleveland and the Ivy League. He
grew up on a farm in western
Medina County (Ohio) and went to
Heidelberg College, where he
majored in biology and decided not
to be a doctor. After a year of work
ing in Cleveland in what he calls "the
real world," he enrolled in law

school. "I was frightened to death the
first semester," he says, "but after
that it was a fine experience." He
especially enjoyed his year as editor
in chief of the Law Review. "Most
people thought Law Review was
drudgery, but I really liked it."
His classmates remember Bryenton
as exceptionally hard-working.
Eugene Bayer, who was one of Bryen
ton's associate editors, says he
worked "without limit" and that "it
was obvious that he was destined for
success." Jeremy Dworkin, along
with Harry Quick, was Bryenton's
National Moot Court teammate. He
says, "Gary was wonderful to work
with. He was terrific at research. I
won the prize for oral advocacy, but
without Gary's research I wouldn't
have come close."
Bryenton joined the Baker firm
right after law school; he had worked
there in the preceding summer. "I
had started out in law school think
ing of litigation," he says, "—every
one does. But that summer gave me
my first realistic view of it. I found
out that there were a lot of other
interesting things you could do." Still,
he began law practice as, primarily, a
litigator before he "drifted over to the
business area." He explains: "I found
that my personality was better suited
to being a business lawyer. Part of
the reason is that I never got used to
the idea of losing cases that I should
have won and winning cases 1 should
have lost. Any good litigator will tell
you that the foreseeability factor is
one that you have to be flexible
about, but I got emotionally tied
up."
As a business lawyer Bryenton has
had immense success and has been
one of the major players in some of
the city's most exciting developments.
As a long-time Indians fan he took
particular pleasure in representing
the Jacobs brothers in their acquisi-

tion of the team a few years ago. He
sees that as "saving the Cleveland
Indians for Cleveland, because I
think they were about ready to move
out." (Baseball memorabilia compete
with duck decoys for space in Bryenton's well-cluttered office. He is espe
cially proud of a jersey once
worn—and signed—by Larry Doby.)
He also was lead counsel for the
Jacobses in developing the downtown
Society Center and was involved with
them in the Ameritrust Center.
"Being a part of the downtown devel
opment has been particularly gratify
ing," he says, "and I see that
continuing for at least the next dec
ade. I feel really good about that. I
can look out, see what's going on, be
a sidewalk supervisor. I think that
within ten years Cleveland will be
one of the really exciting places in
the country to live. The downtown is
going to be dramatically different."
A new phase of Bryenton's career
began January 1 of this year when he
became managing partner of Baker &
Hostetler’s Cleveland office, which
means riding herd over some two
hundred attorneys (about half of the
national firm). When In Brief visited
with him, he was still quite new at
the job. "Right now I'm spending
almost half my time at management,"
he said, "and that's too much. I think
it will settle down to a third, which is
still a lot of time. I'm trying to get
the delegation process working, and
that will take some of the burden
off.
"It may turn out that I'm not suited
for this sort of thing. A lot of people
wouldn't touch it with a ten-foot pole.
I almost wonder why I agreed to do
it, because I really like to practice
law. I guess I thought it would be a
challenge. Maybe I can make a differ
ence, make this place a little better.
Not that it's bad! But maybe I can
add a little something."

Richard H. Bamberger
1972 Student of the Year
While Rick Bamberger was a stu
dent at Bowdoin College, he could
see military service on his horizon
and he decided "I'd rather do it as an
officer." So he completed the ROTC
program and spent two years in the
Army, of which one was in Vietnam.
He was with a small advisory team in
one of the southernmost villages, at a
distance from "the kind of thing you
see in the movies." Nevertheless,
there were ground operations and
occasional mortar attacks and Bam
berger sums it up as "an experience I
could have done without.”
Meanwhile his two-years-younger
brother, Roger, had been accepted at
the law school. When Rick's service
ended, in the summer of 1969, he
abruptly decided to come along too.
The two brothers were in for "an

interesting time at the law school," as
Rick puts it. Their first year ended
with the Kent State episode, student
strikes, and mounted police along
Euclid Avenue. Rick remembers that
when the year began you could see a
division in the class: "A lot of folks
were there in coats and ties, and
there was the other group in jeans
and flannel shirts." By the end of the
year nearly everyone had abandoned
coat and tie.
The class represented "a whole
range," says Bamberger, of percep
tions and political points of view.
Where, in that range, was he? Class
mate David Walbert describes him as
"open-minded." He was not intensely
political, and anyone in the class
could like and admire him. "He was
a terrific student and he worked very
hard," says Ralph Tyler. "Beyond
that, Rick is just an extra nice fine
man. If he was not unquestionably
the leader in the class, he certainly
was one of the leaders."
When In Brief asked Bamberger
how he would explain his selection as
Student of the Year—he shared that
award with Ruth Wieder Woodling—
he said, "I guess I had a fairly decent
academic record and I didn't particu
larly upset anyone." Why were two
Students of the Year selected?
"Maybe there was no one dominating
individual." He laughed. "Maybe
between the two of us we made a
whole Student of the Year."
After graduation Bamberger held a
two-year clerkship with U.S. District
Judge William K. Thomas. "I
wouldn't trade those two years for
anything!" he says of the experience.
"Judge Thomas is a terrific jurist,
intellectually honest—and a fine edu
cator. He felt a responsibility to his
law clerks and gave us real
opportunities."
When he joined Baker & Hostetler
in 1974, Bamberger started out in
litigation. "But about the time I got
here,” he says, "ERISA was passed,
and it was clear that some young

innocents would need to get involved
in revising benefit plans and advising
clients. I got involved and I never got
out. I'm the firm's benefit litigation
specialist, so I keep my hand in
courtroom proceedings a little bit."
Bamberger says that ERISA accounts
for some 70 percent of his time; "the
rest is labor, general corporate."
Bamberger likes his specialty
because "it covers a lot of different
disciplines. You need some tax, some
securities. It's specialized work, but
you don't get shut off."
When Professor Marcia Murphy
left the law faculty in 1983, Bam
berger agreed to teach the Pensions
Seminar that she had developed. He
did that for two years and found it
"great fun but an enormous amount
of work." It pleases him that some of
his former students are now ERISA
attorneys.
In the summer after his first year
in law school Bamberger was asked
by Professor Lewis Katz to help him
with a project funded by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administra
tion. Bamberger already had a sum
mer job, but he was glad to leave it:
"I was working in a yarn-dyeing
factory, not air conditioned, and with
the big vats of boiling dye it often got
up to 110 degrees." Katz still likes to
remind Bamberger that he rescued
him from the dye mills and gave him
his first real job.
According to Katz, Bamberger was
"magnificent" as his assistant. "He
took over the administration of the
project, and he also did some of the
research.” When the resulting/wsfzce
Is the Crime was published, it carried
Bamberger's name as a co-author.
"And I'm not that generous," says
Katz. "Rick really played a critical
part in the project."
After praising Rick Bamberger as
"talented" and "hard-working,"
someone who could be "a great
teacher, or a marvelous judge," Katz
looked for the really best word for
him and came up with a very
emphatic "decent." He recalled that
"Baker & Hostetler used to send him
here to interview, and I thought they
were really putting their best foot
forward. In Rick Bamberger you have
everything the profession is supposed
to stand for."

Professor Emeritus Oliver
Schroeder talked in a similar way
when In Brief asked him what he
could tell us about these four former
Students of the Year. His word was
"humaneness." He added: "I always
say that before you can be a good
lawyer you have to be a good human
being." In Schroeder's view Messrs.
Falsgraf, Wilharm, Bryenton, and
Bamberger are, simply, "our best
product.”

LAW 387: The French Judicial
and Legal System

The spring semester saw a most
unusual addition to the law school's
curriculum—a course on the legal
system of France, taught by a French
attorney, and taught in French.
The idea for the course germinated
last fall in the brain of Deborah
Schwartz, '90. Schwartz had an inter
est in international law, had spent a
junior year abroad in France, and
thought she might, someday, want to
practice law in Europe as an Ameri
can attorney. Though she had fluency
in the French language ("I knew I
could talk for hours about art and
literature"), she wanted a course that
would expose her to the French of
law and business, and she knew
other classmates who said they
would take such a course—if only
there were one.
Schwartz took the idea to Professor
Sidney Picker, who did not dismiss it
out of hand. He mentioned a few
people who might be qualified to
teach a course on French law, and at
the top of his list was Odette Valabregue Wurzburger, a longtime resi
dent of Cleveland still actively
practicing law in France, her native
country. Wurzburger had a long asso
ciation with the law school: she had
served on the Visiting Committee,
had lectured at the school as a mem
ber of the adjunct faculty, and had
recently been elected a public mem
ber of the Society of Benchers.
Schwartz visited Wurzburger at her
home in Cleveland Heights and found
her more than receptive to the idea.
In fact, says Schwartz, Wurzburger
whipped out a legal pad and began to
sketch a course outline. She agreed
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with Schwartz that the course should
be taught in French and should be
limited to students fluent in that
language. Wurzburger could not
imagine that there would be any
value in the course if it were taught
in English; she thought the students
ought to gain real familiarity with
French legal language.
Schwartz went to Professor Melvyn
Durchslag, associate dean for aca
demic affairs, to ask what to do next.
Durchslag had never had a course
proposal from a student, but he sup
posed that a student could do what a
faculty member might do: write up a
proposal and submit it to the faculty.
Schwartz wrote a proposal, and with
the support of Deans Durchslag and
Gerhart it won faculty approval.
Because of Wurzburger's transat
lantic commitments, the course had
to be limited to eight weeks. So it
was arranged that it would begin on
February 24, end on April 21, and
carry one credit “hour. The language
requirement proved to be no barrier:
eight students signed up, all with
better4han-adequate command of
French, and there would have been
more had it not been for the usual
problems in scheduling. Library
resources might have been a diffi
culty, but Wurzburger put on reserve
a wealth of absolutely up-to-theminute materials from her own
office.
The class met for eight two-hour
sessions. At the first meeting Wurz
burger introduced the students to the
concepts of civil law. Inevitably, com
parisons were made between civil
law and common law systems even

though the course was never con
ceived as a course in comparative
law. Wurzburger was happy to see
her students thinking comparatively.
She told them, "Go ahead! Let the
comparative virus take over!"
In the next two sessions the class
studied the two quite separate struc
tures of the French judicial and legal
system—the judicial order and the
administrative hierarchy, each with
its own "supreme court." In the
fourth session the emphasis was on
procedure, especially the very differ
ent treatment of evidence. In France
witnesses do not have a meaningful
part in civil litigation, except for very
special factual points as in a divorce
or in an automobile accident. More
important are the written documents.
(It should be remembered that there
is no jury in civil cases, and therefore
no need to carry on investigations for
the jurors' benefit; the civil judges
receive the pleading and listen to the
attorneys.) In penal cases, of course,
witnesses do have an important role,
especially in the Court of Assises—
the competent jurisdiction for felo
nies. In the French system there is
nothing like the American deposition.
An attorney could never meet with a
witness before trial, and Wurzburger
made that point emphatically: "Any
French lawyer who tried to do it
could be disbarred, even go to jail!"
When In Brief talked with Odette
Wurzburger, the later class sessions
were still in the future. She planned
to spend the fifth (and probably, of
necessity, part of the sixth) on the
European order and its impact on the
internal law of France. The sixth and

seventh would be spent on an actual
case. "I will bring in one of my
files," she said, "and also a file about
a Franco-American litigation handled
by a French attorney who was in
Cleveland for experience and passed
the Washington bar. We will rear
range the seminar room. We'll sit
around the table together and work
on the file as lawyers." Then the
eighth session would be a
summation.
This law school has always been
proud of its location and has stressed
the splendid resources for legal edu
cation that Cleveland has to offer.
Certainly one of those resources is
Odette Valabregue Wurzburger. It is
hard to imagine that many other
American law schools could have
recruited, from the local community,
such a perfect instructor for a course
like The French Judicial and Legal
System.
Wurzburger took her law degree in
the '30s and began her career as a
trial attorney in Avignon, where her
father was president of the bar. Dur
ing the war she was active in the
Resistance, with a good half-dozen
medals to show for it. She was also
much involved in the reform of
France's Juvenile court system and
"on the first decree," she says with
some pride, was elected associate
judge of the Juvenile Court of
Avignon in 1945.
At that point bar president Roger
Valabregue's daughter seemed des-

lined for a distinguished but rela
tively quiet legal career in her home
province. But in 1948 she resigned
from the Avignon bar and moved to
Paris, where she went into corpora
tion law and patent law. In 1960 she
married Paul Wurzburger—"another
lawyer, also a scientist and a human
ist"—and they assumed residence in
the United States.
Odette Wurzburger's first connec
tion with the (then) Western Reserve
School of Law came through the
Wurzburgers' friendship with Lester
Crocker (professor of Romance lan
guages, dean of humanities, dean of
graduate studies), whose daughter
Leslie was a student in the law class
of 1966. Leslie invited Mrs. Wurz
burger to visit one of her classes, and
the invitation was happily accepted.
The class turned out to be Medical
Jurisprudence, taught by Oliver
Schroeder, who immediately recog
nized the visitor as someone who
ought to be drawn into involvement
with the school. He invited her to
give a seminar, and she did. The
subject was the law of patents in
France and internationally.
In 1972 Paul Wurzburger was
named a trustee of the Salk Institute
for Biological Studies in La Jolla,
California, and his wife was invited
to be a member of the institute's
council. She began to be much inter
ested in biology and genetics, and
when genetic research virtually
exploded in the early and mid-70s

she was one of the first to see the
enormous legal, ethical, and cultural
implications. When her husband died
in 1974, she was determined to be an
active participant in the brand new
field of law and genetics—or law,
genetics, and ethics. Now fifteen
years later, she still sees herself as
carrying on Paul's work. In others'
eyes, she is a formidable figure in her
own right, an internationally recog
nized expert in a field that she
entered at an age (and under circum
stances) when another person might,
instead, have moved to the land of
palm trees and taken up
shuffleboard.
In addition to her law practice, her
occasional teaching, and her lawmedicine-related research, Wurz
burger has been for many years at
work on a book about the law of
charitable foundations and the non
profit sector. It is nearing completion,
she says. Furthermore, she finds time
to be greatly involved in two Maisons
Franfaises (Cleveland and Bowling
Green), the Cleveland Council on
World Affairs, the Cleveland Museum
of Art, the Museum of Modern Art of
the City of Paris, and the Cleveland
Institute of Music—she is a co
founder of the Robert Casadesus
International Piano Competition.
In Brief asked Mrs. Wurzburger,
timidly and hesitantly, whether she is
giving any thought at all to eventual
retirement. She replied: "NEVER!"
-K.E.T.

A CLE Prograrn for Federal Joidges
During the week of October 23,
1989, the CWRU School of Law, in
conjunction with the Federal Judicial
Center in Washington, D.C., will
sponsor a conference for about fif
teen U.S. District Court and Court of
Appeals judges. The conference will
be held at the law school, and the
judges will be housed in the recently
opened inn just across the street—the
renovated Glidden House, 1901 Ford
Road. The date was chosen to coin
cide with the visit here of U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Anton Scalia,
who will deliver a Sumner Canary
Lecture.
Sponsoring training programs for
federal judges is one of the primary
responsibilities of the Federal Judicial
Center; indeed it is sponsoring one in
June in conjunction with the law
school of the University of Chicago.
What makes our program unique is
that it will be the first such confer
ence coinciding with the existing
academic calendar. Each judge will
be paired with a member of the fac
ulty according to their shared aca
demic and professional interests. The
judge will attend the teacher's classes

and participate as an instructor in
one or more of them. We will encour
age contact between the judges and
our students, both individually and in
groups.
During the week there will be at
least eight seminar sessions. Some of
these will be seminars on specific
substantive areas, with the discussion
led by a member or members of the
faculty. The topics will be selected
for their intellectual ferment; the
faculty and the judges will discuss
the latest theoretical thinking in areas
where such exposure is essential to
understanding the issues. For
instance, they might discuss issues
under the takings clause and the
impact of economic theory on what
constitutes a taking. Other topics
might be notions of equality under
the equal protection clause and judi
cial abstention.
Other seminars will be led by pan
els of judges with a member of the
faculty serving as moderator. These
will focus more on specific issues
that judges have to contend with on a
day-to-day basis—such as the ability
of a judge to control a perceived

abuse of discovery procedures, com
pliance with the new federal sentenc
ing guidelines in criminal cases, and
managing complex litigation.
Commenting on the significance of
the conference. Dean Peter Gerhart
said, "Our selection by the Federal
Judicial Center for this program
shows the esteem that our faculty
and law school enjoy. The presence
of twelve federal judges in our class
rooms and in public lectures will be
stimulating and rewarding for our
community and will add to an
already rich intellectual atmosphere.
Not the least, the recognition that
this program will bring to our school
will pay dividends for many years!"
A faculty committee will be work
ing over the summer to plan the
conference. Members of the commit
tee are Deans Peter Gerhart and
Melvyn Durchslag and Professors
Jonathan Entin, Robert Lawry, and
William Marshall.
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Mock Trial
The 1988-89 year has been a good
one for the law school's Mock 'Trial
Team. Most notable was the success
of its National Team component,
which won the regional competition
in Akron and went on to Dallas,
Texas, to represent CWRU in the
National Mock Trial Competition
sponsored by the American Bar Asso
ciation and the Texas Young Lawyers
Association.
The winning regional team con
sisted of third-year students David
Drechsler and Brian Stapleton and
second-year Telly Nakos. Drechsler
and Stapleton won the semi-final
round, arguing for the prosecution,
and gave the team the number-one
seed for the finals. Stapleton and
Nakos maintained their undefeated
record on defense by winning the
decision in the final round before
U.S. District Court Judge Sam Bell.
Stapleton was voted best trial advo
cate in the semi-final round, and
Nakos was named one of the top five
advocates in the tournament. Team
members gave credit not only to their
advisor. Professor James W. McElhaney, but also to Kevin McMunigal
and JoAnne Urban Jackson, who
provided considerable coaching.
The law school fielded a second
team in the National Competition,
which also performed quite credit
ably. Members were Dawn Haghighi,
Andrew Paisley, and Gregg Thornton.
In addition, CWRU sent teams to
competitions sponsored by the Trial
Lawyers of Allegheny County, in

Lillian J. Green, '74, presided at the Mock
Thai Team Night. Green is a judge of the
Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas.
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The members of the National Mock TPial Team: David Drechsler, Andrew Paisley, Dawn
Haghighi, Gregg Thornton, Telly Nakos, and Brian Stapleton—all '89 except Nakos, a secondyear student.

Pittsburgh, and by the Association of
TVial Lawyers of America, in Cleve
land. Russell Brown and Romney
Cullers made the Pittsburgh trip (they
were the only second-year students in
that competition), and John Harris
and Virginia Mitchell were the con
testants in the ATLA competition.
Alternates for the teams were John
Liber and Marcus Mancini.
In all, the Mock TVial Team consists
of 12 students, 7 third-years and 5
second-years. Officers are Gregg
Thornton, president; Brian Stapleton,
vice president; David Drechsler,
treasurer; and Dawn Haghighi, secre
tary. McElhaney is the faculty advi
sor, and Arlene Hrisko is his
assistant.
During the first semester team
members met regularly to practice
advocacy skills and review rules of
evidence and civil procedure. This
year the team sponsored a series of
lectures by faculty and by practicing
attorneys and invited the entire stu
dent body to attend. At the end of
the fall term the 'team held a fulP
trial, complete with opening
statement, direct and cross-examina
tion, closing arguments, side-bar, and
offering exhibits into evidence. The
second semester was given to prepa
ration for the competitions.
The team must also give some
attention to self-perpetuation. It holds
tryouts for interested students, giving
them a litigation problem and requir
ing them to present an opening
statement and direct and cross-exami
nations. Those who score highest will
become members of next year's Mock
TVial Team.

New Alumni
Directory
As was announced in the Janu
ary In Brief, a new Alumni Direc
tory is in the works.
Questionnaire forms were mailed
to all graduates in March—
despite the February date on the
accompanying letter— and have
been coming back to the law
school in a steady stream. The
Office of Publications and Exter
nal Affairs has been processing
them assiduously.
If you failed to receive a ques
tionnaire, please write or call
that office to be sure that your
address records are correct. The
law school's mailing address is
11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106, and the telephone
number is (216) 368-3860.
The directory sells for $15 and
must be ordered before
publication.
We expect to "download” from
the computer some time in June.
If you neglected to return your
form, or if you have moved or
changed jobs since you mailed it,
there is still time to correct our
records—huf only if you hurry!
The new directory will be
essentially similar to the one
published in 1986. In addition to
the complete alphabetical listing,
it will have lists by class year
and a geographical section that
includes practice specialties.
The books should be printed
and ready to mail in August.
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Moot Court Report
The law school's Moot Court
Board, chaired this year by Jeremy
Sheppe, has had an active year. As In
Brief goes to press the second-year
Dean Dunmore Competition, which
in a sense is the heart of the school's
moot court program, is still a way
from completion; those results will
be reported in September. But the
third-year Ault Competition con
cluded on April 1, and the interscho
lastic competitions are likewise
behind us.

Jonathan M. Ault
Competition

•I

Established in memory of a 1983
graduate of the law school, the Ault
Competition in trial advocacy is the
newest element of the school's moot
court program. This year 20 thirdyear students participated, working
on a problem written by Jane I.
Rolnick, '84, instructor in the
Research, Analysis, and Writing Pro
gram. They submitted written briefs
in the fall semester and made oral
arguments at the Justice Center in
the spring. The eight with the highest
combined scores then took part in a
concluding tournament. Judging the
final round was William K. Thomas,
senior judge of the U.S. District
Court, Northern District of Ohio.
David Flynn was the competition's
director, and Nancy Rich the execu
tive assistant.
Michael Smith's plaintiff's brief
won the William E. Davis Award for
best brief. Smith, who holds a Merit
Scholarship, is a graduate of Notre
Dame University. He has held sum
mer clerkships with Squire, Sanders
& Dempsey and Thompson, Hine &
Flory, and he has accepted a position
for next year with TH&F. The best
defendant's brief was by John Rieger,
a graduate of Niagara University who
is completing the joint JD/MBA pro
gram and then will go to work for

Michael Smith's brief won the William E.
Davis Award for best brief in the Ault
Competition.

Mark Harbison was the runner-up and
Katherine Brandt the winner of the
concluding Ault Tburnament.

Price Waterhouse in Cleveland.
Oral advocacy awards went to
Richard Di Lisi (first place) and
Harold Rauzi (second). Di Lisi, whose
B.A. degree is also from CWRU, will
go with Thompson, Hine & Flory
after graduation. Rauzi, who last year
was runner-up in the Dunmore Tour
nament, worked for several years as a
respiratory therapist before enrolling
at Ottawa University in Kansas City.
He hopes to make his career in a
broad-based health law practice.
The other four of the final eight
were Carla Freudenburg, Karen
Wertheimer, Katherine Brandt, and
Mark Harbison, who won the Bernsteen Award for oral advocacy in last
year's Dunmore Competition. Ulti
mately Brandt and Harbison met in
the final round, and Harbison
emerged the winner. Brandt majored
in industrial engineering at Grove
City College; after graduating in 1982
she worked for Texas Instruments,
Inc. as manufacturing manager. Next
fall she will be at Thompson, Hine &
Flory with her co-competitors Di Lisi
and Smith. Harbison, who is from

Philadelphia and took his B.A. degree
at Temple University, will go back
there after graduation as an associate
with Duane, Morris & Heckscher.
The National Moot Court Team
consisted of six third-year students,
split into two threesomes: 1) Michelle
Barrett, David Matejczyk, Brian Sta
pleton; 2) Joanne Borsh, David Hen
drix, Nora Murphy. Patrick Leneghan
was the team coordinator, and Profes
sor William Marshall the faculty
adviser. Team members had special
praise for Bill Marshall, who met
with them three times a week,
recruited other faculty to work with
them, and insisted that they meet
regular deadlines.
The Barrett-Matejczyk-Stapleton
team did especially well in the
regional competition, winning the
first four rounds and then losing, in a
dissenting vote, to Northern Ken
tucky, which went on to win the
tournament. The CWRU team won
the award for best brief, and in early
rounds both Barrett and Stapleton

In the Ault Competition John Rieger wrote
the best defendant's brief

Richard Di Lisi was named best oral
advocate in the Ault Competition.

Harold Rauzi took second place in oral
advocacy in the Ault Competition.

National Competition
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gained recognition as best advocate.
The National Team Night was held
on November 29, 1988, just before
the regional tournament began in
Columbus on December 1. Judges for
the evening were Professors Paul
Giannelli and Kevin McMunigal and
Rocco J. Russo, '51, of Russo, Ritter,
Nicastro, Sammon & Green,
Cleveland.

Jessup International
Competition
Team coordinator Chris Hunter
filed the following report:
"It was the late evening of Febru
ary 13, 1988, when Ambassador
Guido Kituro met with Mark Wilkey,
a national of Majan, to engage in the
transfer of illicit drugs. Little did the

Joanne Borsh and David Hendrix are missing from this photograph of the National Moot Court
team. Members present are Nora Murphy, Michelle Barrett, Brian Stapleton, Patrick Leneghan
(team coordinator!,
David Matejczyk, Their plaque (for best brief! looks better in reality
than in the photo.

ambassador know, however, that this
transaction would lead to a car chase,
a fatal accident, an "international
incident," and, ultimately, to a prob
lem for the CWRU Jessup Interna
tional Moot Court Team to argue
about.
"As usual, the Jessup oralists
(Andrea Kott, Anthea Daniels, John
Harris, Jeffrey Mueller) were well
prepared after enduring numerous
practice sessions in front of persistent
lawyers from downtown Cleveland
and the vicinity. By the time team
night arrived, they were armed with
the most artful responses and evasive
replies. Team night, however, found
the oralists not only in front of many
of their peers and family, but also in
front of three extremely knowledge
able judges: Ann Aldrich, U.S. Dis
trict Court, N.D. Ohio; Frank
Hartman, Cleveland Cliffs, Inc.; and
Kurt Schaffrath, Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. The battle ensued,
and although not unscathed, the
oralists emerged from the arguments
with a sense of impending triumph
and professionalism.
"With such experience under their
belt, the oralists headed to the
regional tournament in Detroit with
coordinator Chris Hunter and faculty
adviser Robert Lawry to confront
whatever team happened to cross
their path. Although performing spec
tacularly in front of rather inconsis
tent judges, the team narrowly
missed advancing to the national
tournament. Nevertheless, the spirit
and camaraderie that developed dur
ing the course of the program was
worth while for all, and we expect
the Jessup program to continue at its
advanced pace in the future."

Niagara Competition
The Jessup Team Night judges: Kurt Schaffrath, Ann Aldrich, Frank Hartman.

The Jessup team: Anthea Daniels, Jeffrey Mueller, Andrea Kott, John Harris. Next year Daniels
will be with Calfee, Halter & Griswold in Cleveland; Mueller with the district attorney's office in
Brooklyn, New York; Kott with Johnson, Cusock & Bell in Chicago; and Harris with the Ford
Motor Company in Detroit.
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The Niagara Competition was held
in Cleveland this year. Sponsored by
the Canada-U.S. Law Institute of
CWRU and the University of Western
Ontario, it moves from place to place
as the various participating law
schools in the U.S. and Canada take
turns hosting it. Alison Hart was the
tournament director and Lynn
McLaughlin the executive assistant.
Team members were Suzanne Beck,
Christopher Cornwall, Harold Rauzi,
and Cornell Stinson. Rauzi figures in
a paragraph above as a winner in the
Ault Competition. Beck is a Pitts
burgher and a graduate of Indiana
University of Pennsylvania who plans
to practice law in Virginia. Cornwall
is from Michigan (both the state and
the university) and will return there
after graduation; he will be with
Kerr, Russell & Weber in Detroit.
Stinson, a graduate of Cornell Univer
sity, plans to practice in his home
state of Massachusetts. Jeffrey
Lehman was the Niagara team's coor-

dinator, and Professor Jonathan Entin
was the faculty adviser.
Judges for the Niagara Team Night
at the law school were Professors
Robert Lawry and Melvyn Durchslag
and William S. Jordan III, now on the
law faculty of the University of
Akron but formerly a well-known
environmental lawyer in Washington,
D.C. This year's problem had to do
with environmental law: the United
States sought to abrogate an agree
ment under which Canada would
provide hydroelectric power to an
American utility company on the
ground that implementing the plan
would cause unacceptable environ
mental damage.
Most of the Niagara personnel. Back row: team coordinator Jeffrey Lehman, Cornell Stinson.
Front row: Suzanne Beck, tournament director Alison Hart, executive assistant Lynn
McLaughlin. Christopher Cornwall and Harold Rauzi are missing here, but Rauzi may be found
on page 25 among the Ault winners.

Client Counseling Competition
The law school's 1989 Client Coun
seling Competition attracted 96
entrants, paired into 48 teams. Profes
sor Wilbur C. Leatherberry, '68, orga
nized the competition, as he has since
its beginnings here, and recruited the
necessary judges—38 lawyers and 7
from other counseling professions
(e.g., social work)—to all of whom he
expresses profound gratitude.
This year's competition involved
products liability problems. In the
first round students took the role of
defense lawyers interviewing a con
venience store owner; a bottle of
champagne bought at the store had
exploded, and the store owner faced
the customer's claim for personal
injuries. In the next two rounds par
ticipants acted as plaintiffs' attorneys
in cases involving injuries caused by
a steam vaporizer and a lawnmower.
Three teams met in the fourth and
final round on March 21. Each team
interviewed a toy company executive
seeking advice about reducing prod

Judges of the final round of Client Counseling: Randall L. Solomon, '73, Marilyn Malkin,
Thomas P. Mulligan.

ucts liability exposure: the company
manufactured a game involving pro
jectiles fired by compressed air.
Judges were Randall L. Solomon, '73,
of Baker & Hostetler; Thomas P.
Mulligan, retired from Jones, Day,
Reavis & Pogue; and Marilyn Malkin,

First-year students Elizabeth Haber and Tom Gilchrist interview their "client"—actress
Marji Dodrill.

a clinical psychologist. Marji Dodrill
played the part of the toy company
executive; like the other "clients"
interviewed in the earlier rounds, she
is a trained actor.
The winners were a team of firstyear students, Thomas C. Gilchrist
and Elizabeth L. Haber. Elaine Welsh
and Susan Seah, both '90, took sec
ond place, and Scott Anderson and
Brian Blake, both '91, finished third.
Haber is a Cleveland resident and a
graduate of Duke University. She
worked in Washington, D.C., for a
year in between college and law
school and will return there in a few
weeks for a summer associateship
with Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue.
Gilchrist, also a Clevelander, gradu
ated from Bates College in 1979 and,
before entering law school, worked
for a solar equipment manufacturer
in Boulder, Colorado. He will spend
the summer clerking with Dinn,
Hochman, King & Melamed in
Cleveland.
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Faculty Workshops
Probably most law schools have at
least occasional gatherings where
faculty members present works in
progress for a friendly peer review or
candidates for a faculty position are
invited to display their intellectual
wares. But few schools can possibly
have such a series of lively exchanges
as the CWRU law faculty have
enjoyed this spring semester, primar
ily with visiting scholars who have
come to Gund Hall for no purpose
other than the pleasure of a good
discussion.
Typically the seminars take place in
the faculty lounge at the noon hour
over sandwiches and soda. The chair
man of the Faculty Seminar Commit
tee—this year, Juliet Kostritsky—
briefly introduces the speaker of the
day, who talks for the better part of
an hour and then takes questions. A
few minutes before one o'clock, Kos
tritsky calls for a pause so that any
one who needs to leave for class can
make a graceful exit. Then the some
what smaller group continues discus
sion with undiminished interest and
intensity.
Two of the visitors this spring were
doing a faculty workshop in addition
to other lecturing duties. Joseph L.
Sax, who holds the House and Hurd

Professorship at the University of
California at Berkeley, came here in
April as the first Stanley I. and Hope
S. Adelstein Environmental Law Lec
turer. Don Harper Mills, who visited
in March as the Oliver Schroeder
Scholar in Residence, gave a seminar
on "Feasible Options for Medical
Professional Litigation," reporting on
previously unpublished studies of
medical malpractice statistics and
their implications for proposed no
fault systems of compensating the
victims.
Mills was one of four speakers who
led workshops during an exception
ally intense ten days in March. In the
same week that Mills visited, we had
John H. Garvey from the University
of Kentucky and Richard A. Matasar
from the University of Iowa. Garvey
raised the question whether the free
exercise of religion is an individual
right only, or also a group right,
and—depending on the answer—how
a dispute between a local church and
its national organization, for example
over ownership of the church build
ing, might be settled. Matasar started
from the observation that complex
litigation is fundamentally anti-demo
cratic and suggested the rules should
be changed to open the process to

Morris Shanker

more participants and hence democ
ratize it. The Monday following that
busy week, James M. Stephens, '71,
chairman of the National Labor Rela
tions Board, spoke with the faculty
about rule-making activities of the
board.
Other visiting scholars in the series
were Carol Rose, from Northwestern
University, whose topic was "Enter
prise Management"; Randy E.
Barnett, from Chicago-Kent; and
Rande W. Kostal of the University of
Western Ontario, a lawyer/historian
just completing a Ph.D. at Oxford
University, whose topic was "Law
and English Capitalism, 1830 to 1880:
Problems of Interpretation.”
The series also included a session
with a visitor from the south side of

Rande W. Kostal, visiting speaker from the
University of Western Ontario.
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Euclid Avenue—Raymond Neff, the
university's vice president for infor
mation services, who spoke about the
ambitious plans going forward for an
"electronic learning environment"
that will involve fibre-optic-cabling
the campus and linking offices and
dormitory rooms with libraries and
other information resources. And
there was a seminar organized by the
four Research, Analysis, and Writing
instructors—Mary Katherine Kantz,
Peter Levine, Kathryn Mercer, and
Jane Rolnick—in which they brought
the faculty up to date on the writing
program and traded ideas about new
approaches for the future.
Clockwise around the table, Lewis Katz, Karen Nelson Moore, Hugh Ross, Juliet Kostritsky.
Peter Junger behind at right. Peter Joy, '77, and Kathryn Mercer, '83, in background left.

Faculty Notes
Recent publications by Richard A.
Booth are an article in the Michigan
Law Review, "The Promise of State
Takeover Statutes," and a review of
Ferrara, Brown & Hall, Takeovers:
Attack and Survival: A Strategist's
Manual, in the Cincinnati Law Review.
He has two articles forthcoming:
"The Problem with Federal Tender
Offer Law" in the California Law
Review and "A Note on Individual
Recovery in Derivative Suits" in the
Pepperdine Law Review's newly
founded annual symposium on corpo
ration and securities law.
In January Booth spoke to the fac
ulty of the Chicago Kent College of
Law on "Reconciling Limited Liabil
ity and Social Cost”; he expects to
develop that talk into an article. In
March he participated in the Cleve
land Bar Association's Securities Law
Institute as a panelist on Lawyers'
Liability for Insider TVading. He con
tinues to work on the corporate
finance volume of Hamilton's Corpora
tion Law, which Callaghan & Com
pany will publish next year, and he
has an article in process, "Discounts
and Other Mysteries of Corporate
Finance," which deals with the ques
tion of why the stock market appears
routinely to discount the value of
some companies, thus causing them
to become the target of takeovers.
Booth's wife, Christine, graduates
in May from the law school and will
clerk next year for Judge Cummings
of the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals. Booth will take a leave and
accompany her to Chicago, spending
the year as a visiting professor at
Chicago Kent.

Rebecca Susan Dresser had sev
eral publications out last fall: "Ethical
and Legal Issues in Patenting New

Animal Life," Jurimetrics Journal,
"Assessing Harm and Justification in
Animal Research: Federal Policy
Opens the Laboratory Door,” Rutgers
Law Review; "Standards for Animal
Research: Looking at the Middle,"
Journal of Medicine and Philosophy;
"Physician Risk Preferences and
Patient Care” (co-authored with
Eugene V. Boisaubin), Chest; and
"Withholding Medical Tfeatment
from the Severely Demented Patient"
(co-authored with several of her
former colleagues at the Baylor Col
lege of Medicine), in Archives of Inter
nal Medicine.
Dresser is legal consultant to the
Bioethics Committee of the American
Academy of Pediatrics, a member of
the Chimpanzee Breeding and
Research Program Advisory Commit
tee of the National Institutes of
Health, and a member of the Hast
ings Center Working Group on Ethics
of Animal Experimentation,

Jonathan L. Entin is completing
an article on the doctrine of the sepa
ration of powers (he presented an
early version at the annual meeting
of the Southwestern Political Science
Association) and has begun an empir
ical study of amicus curiae participa
tion in Supreme Court litigation. A
book review is scheduled for publica
tion in the fall in Social Science
Quarterly.
Last summer Entin spoke on "Per
spectives on Administrative Law" as
a part of CWRU's Law and Public
Policy Symposium, and in March he
judged the semi-final round of the
National Administrative Law Moot
Court Competition. At the law school
he spoke to the Academy on "Missis
sippi Burning: The Real Story" and
debated colleague Richard Myers on

"Michael Dukakis and the Pledge of
Allegiance" under the sponsorship of
the Federalist Society. He has been
appointed to the Committee on Gov
ernment Organization and Separation
of Powers of the ABA Section on
Administrative Law.
Entin was pleased when the Journal
of Law and Education published an
article by his former student Mark
Sindler, '88, which had its origins in
a supervised research project under
his direction.

Besides editing recently published
supplements to Ohio Evidence Manual
and Scientific Evidence, Paul C. Giannelli had an article published in the
Ohio State Law Journal, "The Admissi
bility of Laboratory Reports in Crimi
nal 'Trials: The Reliability of Scientific
Proof," and four pieces in the Public
Defender Reporter: "The United States
Supreme Court: The 1987-1988
Term" (in two parts), "Self-Defense,"
and "The Procedure of Admitting and
Excluding Evidence."

Erik M. Jensen drafted his own
paragraph, which In Brief cannot
resist quoting verbatim: "In January,
1989, Warren Gorham & Lamont
published Erik Jensen's treatise. Fed
eral Income Taxation of Oil and Gas
Investments (second edition), co
authored with Alexander Jay Bruen
and Willard B. Taylor. Jensen has also
recently published several articles:
'The Supreme Court and the Timing
of Deductions for Accrual-Basis Tax
payers,' Georgia Law Review; 'The
Extraordinary Revival of Dred Scott,'
Washington University Law Quarterly;
and 'The Supreme Court's Misleading
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Footnote in General Dynamics,' Tax
Notes.
"In November, 1988, Jensen left
Gund Hall long enough to be a mem
ber of the panel on Corporate
Restructuring at the annual program
of the Cleveland Thx Institute.
Finally, filled with despair at the
escalating use of 'between he and F
and other grammatical atrocities,
Jensen published an imprudent dia
tribe ('Is It a Crime to Murder the
Queen's English?') in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, July 1, 1988. Jensen is
happy to note that, under In Briefs
present editorial direction, no atroci
ties ever creep into these pages."

An article by Juliet P. Kostritsky
on illegal contracts has just been
published by the Iowa Law Review.

Kostritsky has been working on an
article on economic duress, which at
this writing is very near completion.
Then she intends to write a review
essay on A. Wertheimer's Coercion
and undertake a review of damages
awarded in promissory estoppel cases
and a reconceptualization of damage
issues in view of new theories of
formation.

The Hastings Law Journal will pub
lish this summer an article by Kevin
C. McMunigal on the impact of
prosecutorial disclosure of exculpa
tory information on accuracy in the
guilty plea process. He is at work on
another article dealing with the ethi
cal and constitutional problems
associated with simultaneous repre
sentation of multiple criminal defend

CWRU Law Faculty Threatens Takeover of AALS
Perhaps the headline overstates the case just a bit, but when In Brief pulled
together, at Dean Peter Gerhart's suggestion, all the instances of our faculty's
involvement in the Association of American Law Schools, we found that we had
a pretty impressive list of chairmanships and other significant service.
Maxwell Mehlman will chair the AALS Section on Law, Medicine, and Health
Care in 1990, and William Marshall will chair the Section on Federal Jurisdic
tion, of which he was a co-founder, and to which he presented a paper at the
January 1989 meeting. Sidney Picker will chair the Section on Canada-United
States Cooperation.
Gerald Korngold has been elected secretary of the Section on Real Property,
and Richard Booth edits the newsletter of the Section on Business Associations,
The Red Herring.
Karen Nelson Moore, a past chair of the Section on Civil Procedure, also
chaired the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure and has chaired the
AALS Workshop for New Law Teachers. Currently she is a member of a Special
Committee on Tenure and the Tenuring Process, a group that includes faculty
from Harvard and Stanford, the former AALS president from Northwestern, the
dean at UCLA, the former dean at Michigan, and the president of the Univer
sity of Virginia. She is also a member of a Special Committee to Study the
Impact of Eliminating Mandatory Retirement.
We have THREE past chairs of the Section on Evidence—Paul Giannelli,
James McElhaney, and Calvin Sharpe. McElhaney also is a past secretary of that
section and has chaired the Section on TVial Advocacy. In 1985 he was a mem
ber of the faculty of the AALS Conference on Teaching Evidence, held at the
University of New Mexico, and in January, 1988, he spoke to the Section on
Remedies at the annual meeting of the AALS on "The Law School's Opportu
nity to Shape the Legal Profession; Money, Morals, and Social Obligation."
Yet another past chair; in 1981 Spencer Neth organized the AALS Section on
Law and Computers. He chaired it for two years and continued on its executive
committee for two years beyond that. He spoke before the section several
times.
Kathleen Carrick, director of the library, has been reappointed to the planning
committee of the AALS Law Library Directors' Workshop. In January she was
co-director, for the third year, of the New Library Directors' Workshop.
Finally, this note from Morris Shanker; "If you go back far enough (late 60s
until the mid- or late 70s, you will find that I served for a couple of years as
chairman (as they were then called) of the Section on Creditors' Rights and
Bankruptcy. You also will find that during those days I presented several papers
to the section dealing with substantive U.C.C. and bankruptcy matters. But the
paper I remember most dealt with an educational problem; namely, my objec
tives and methods of teaching the bankruptcy course.
"And, if I recall correctly, one of my articles published in 1978 ('A Case of
Judicial Chutzpah; The Judicial Adoption of Strict Tort Products Liability') had
its origins in a talk I gave to the AALS Section on Torts."
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ants by a single lawyer. He has
chaired the law school's Placement
Committee in a particularly active
year (see page 33) and coached a
winning Mock TVial Team (see
page 24).

Karen Nelson Moore's article,
"The Foreign Tax Credit for Foreign
Taxes Paid in Lieu of Income Taxes;
An Evaluation of the Rationale and a
Reform Proposal," was published
recently in the American Journal of
Tax Policy. She has completed another
article, "The Sham Transaction Doc
trine; An Outmoded and Unnecessary
Approach to Combating Tax Avoid
ance." This year she has been presi
dent of the CWRU Women's Faculty
Association.

Robert N. Strassfeld has been
involved in the planning of a confer
ence on Private Action and Social
Policy; The Impact of Federations and
Associations in the American Metrop
olis 1900-1929, to be held in Septem
ber under the sponsorship of
CWRU's Department of History. As
an adviser for the Student/Alumni
Labor Council he also helped to plan
a program at the law school com
memorating the 25th anniversary of
Title VII.

1989 Alumni Weekend
We have set the date for the law
school's annual Alumni Weekend:
Friday and Saturday, September 15
and 16. Plans include a first-rate CLE
program on Friday, a cocktail recep
tion that evening at the home of the
university president, and the annual
Alumni Awards' Luncheon at the law
school on Saturday. As in the past,
the Placement Office offers special
interview days for returning alumni.
For each of the quinquennial
classes the big event will be their
own class reunion Saturday night.
There will be nine simultaneous
parties at various locations around
town. If your class year is 1939,
1949, 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974,
1979, or 1984, you should have heard
by now from your reunion commit
tee. (Astute readers will have noted
the absence of 1944 from the list;
there were so few graduates in that
year that the class is virtually
nonexistent.)
As of this writing (in March) most
of the reunion plans are just jelling.
You'll get more information in due
course, or you can call the school's
Office of External Affairs (216/3683860) and talk with Kerstin Trawick,
the director, or her assistant Beth
Fllabse. They are coordinating all the
weekend's activities.
If you'd like to come to one of
those nine reunions and you're not
on the class mailing list (maybe
because you graduated a semester out
of step), call the Office of External
Affairs and they'll be glad to make
arrangements.
Here is a report on reunion
arrangements as of mid-March.

Class of 1939
The 50-year class is planning a
grand celebratory dinner at the Play
house Club. The reunion committee
(consisting of Bruce Alexander, A1
Edgerton, Sheridan Harwin, Frank
Hurd, Hudson Hyatt, Ralph Locher,
Ken Landmark, and Arthur Stein)
sent a letter to classmates in January,
and a number have written back to
say they hope to make the party.
Among them are Californian George
Barnett, Floridian Welden Hulligan,
and Hubert Marshall, now living in
Maine.

Class of 1949
Bennett and Donna Yanowitz have
offered (again!) to host the party, and
others are helping in the planning:
Howard Broadbent, Bud Chockley,
Conrad Morgenstern, Ben Roth, Joe
Sontich, and Bill Welty. Everyone in
the class should have received the
committee's first letter in February.

Paul Klein has written that he hopes
to come from South Carolina for the
40-year reunion, and some January
1950 graduates have said that they
would like to join in too.

Class of 1954
Jerry and Suzanne Gold were will
ing to host another class reunion, but
Forrest and Christine Norman
thought it should be their turn. Oth
ers involved in the planning are
Clevelanders Carl Chancellor, Herb
Levine, and Mort Stone, with long
distance assistance from Jim Gilvary,
Rudy Henderson, and Jerry Wells, all
of whom have promised to come to
town for the party.

Class of 1959
As of this writing, the site of the
30-year celebration is not yet deter
mined and suggestions are welcome.
Bill Baird, Harold Friedman, Dominic
Fallon, Bob Hill, Harold Witsaman,
Ed Kaminski, Norman Pomerantz,
Leo Spellacy, and James Sweeney are
the organizers; their first letter to the
class went out in February.

Class of 1964
The 25-year celebration looks to be
a good one, with a number of replies
to the committee's first letter already
received, including indications from
Dave Beckwith in Bethlehem, Penn
sylvania, and Ritchie Thomas in
Washington, D.C., that they'll be
there. Beckwith is on the planning
committee, along with Harry Hanna,
Tom Heffernan, Charlie Zumkehr,
and Ed Kancler. Tom and Kathy Hef
fernan, who hosted the 20-year
reunion, have again invited the class
to party at their house.

gan, Doug Paul, Dave Parham, and
Byron Wallace, as well as Jeff Dor
man (Chicago), Julie and Mitch
Dubick (San Diego), Tom Dowd
(D.C.), Jane Kober (New York), and
Loren Souers (Canton). The first
mailing to the class went out late in
February, and replies are coming in
nicely.

Class of 1979
The 10-year planning committee is
a big one: Don Barney, Steve Belden,
Ann Voorhees Billingsley, Jill
Goubeaux Clark, Marye Elmlinger,
Don Featherstun, Mark Groedel,
Edison Hall, Kurt Karakul, Laura
Metcoff Klaus, Jeff Mallamad, Don
McTigue, Kathy Moore, Tom Parker,
Jan Roller, Joe Sellers, Anne Kimball
Stevens, Art Tassi. They are looking
into various party sites, mainly in the
Flats, and welcoming suggestions.
Class members should have received
their first letter in late March.

Class of 1984
The 5-year reunion committee is a
big group: Jim Aronoff, Paula Koenig
Brandfass, Bob Caffrey, Susan Wood
ward Demaske, Dave Drucker, Sigrid
Haines, Jeff Johnson, Lisa Landsman,
Shawn Lyden, Milt Marquis, Mickey
Powe Marvinney, Bill Porter, Dana
Rose, John Saganich, Buddy Spada,
Lisa Nicholas and Nelson Ibner, Julia
Martens Lipp, Bill Weir, Fran Gote,
Therese Sweeney Drake, and Howard
Coburn. Local members met in
March to begin the planning, and the
committee's first letter was mailed to
the class in mid-April. The law school
rotunda has been reserved for the
party, but committee members are
also checking into other possibilities
downtown.

Class of 1969
The 20-year reunion committee
seems determined to have THE party
of the weekend: they have reserved
space aboard the Star of Nautica for a
dinner/dance/river cruise. The orchestrators of this event are Bill Allport,
John Brown, Bill Edwards, Steve
Buescher, Jim McKee, Joel Makee,
and Steve O'Bryan, plus Bob Poling
on the East Coast and Ken Cohen on
the West. As of this writing, their
letter to classmates has just gone out
(in March).

Class of 1974
John Pyle and Stephanie Tbbbs
Jones both volunteered to host the
15-year party, and a negotiated settle
ment established the Jones home as
the site. Others involved in the plan
ning are Clevelanders Marge and Lee
Koosed, Andrew Kohn, John Mulli
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We're Proud of Our Journals!
In case you haven't taken a recent look at the Case West
ern Reserve Law Review, or the Journal of International Law,
or the Canada-United States Law Journal, we thought we
would give you just a glimpse of some tables of contents
of recent issues. The suggestion came from Dean Peter
Gerhart: "I believe this is a quick visual way of exposing
our readers to the quality of those publications."

Law Review
Volume 38, 1987-88
Number 1
Dedicated to Professor Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr.
Charles A. Heckman, "Reliance" or "Common Honesty of
Speech": The History and Interpretation of Section 2-313 of
the Uniform Commercial Code
Morris G. Shanker, The Seller's Contractual Obligation
Under U.C.C. 2-313 to Tell the Truth (A Post Script and
Concurring Comments to Professor Heckman's Sales Warranty
Article)
Mark W. Cochran, Should Personal Injury Awards Be
Taxed?
Who Decides? The Struggle for Control over the Federal
Government's Spending Power
Intoxication and Removal from the Course of Employment:
Ohio's No-Fault Exception in Phelps v. Positive Action Tool
Co.
Equal Protection and the Fireman's Rule in Ohio
Bibliography—Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr.

Number 2
Dedicated to Susan E. Frankel
Irene Deaville Sann, Remittiturs (and Additurs] in the
Federal Courts: An Evaluation with Suggested Alternatives
J. Thomas Oldham, Should the Surviving Spouse's Forced
Share Be Retained?
The Applicability of Experience Rating to Medical
Malpractice Insurance
Rule 11: Has the Objective Standard Tyansgressed the
Adversary System?
Book Review: American Indians, Time, and the Law

Number 3
Thomas L. Jipping, Informed Consent to Abortion: A
Refinement
Allen P. Grunes, Exclusion of Plaintiffs from the Courtroom
in Personal Injury Actions: A Matter of Discretion or
Constitutional Right?
Fees for the Taxpaying Fool I.R.C. Section 7430 Fee
Awards to Pro Se Attorneys
Real Persons, Corporate Persons and Vicarious Liability

Number 4
A Symposium: Thomas I. Emerson and the
First Amendment
Guido Calabresi, The Need for a New Enlightenment:
Lessons in Liberty from the Eighteenth Century
Melvyn R. Durchslag, Misuse of Separation of Powers
Theory in Cases Outside the System of Freedom of Expression
Jonathan L. Entin, The Law Professor as Advocate
John P. Frank, Tbm Emerson: The Constructive Advocate
Ann E. Freedman and Sylvia A. Law, Thomas I. Emerson:
A Pioneer for Women's Equality
William P. Marshall, The Dilution of the First Amendment
and the Equality of Ideas
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Burt Neuborne, Notes for a Theory of Constrained
Balancing in First Amendment Cases: An Essay in Honor of
Tom Emerson
Marlene Arnold Nickolson, Basic Principles or Theoretical
Tangles: Analyzing the Constitutionality of Government
Regulation of Campaign Finance
Victor Rabinowitz, The National Lawyers Guild: Thomas
Emerson and the Struggle for Survival
Martin H. Redish, The Role of Pathology in First
Amendment Theory: A Sceptical Examination
Charles A. Reich, Affirmative Action for Ideas
Aviam Soifer, "Toward a Generalized Notion of the Right to
Form or Join an Association": An Essay for Tbm Emerson
Mark G. Yudof, Personal Speech and Government
Expression
Bering v. SHARE: Accommodating Abortion and the First
Amendment
Bibliography—Thomas I. Emerson

Journal of International Law
Volume 20, 1988
Number 1
Hong Kong: Transfer of Sovereignty
Hungdah Chui, Introduction
Y. L. Wu and Y. C. Jao, The Economic Consequences of
1997
Benjamin P. Fishburne III, Hong Kong 1997: Practical
Aspects
Emily Lau, Structure of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region Government
Joseph Y. S. Cheng, The Constitutional Relationship
Between the Central Government and the Future Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government
Denis Chang, Towards a Jurisprudence of a Third Kind—
"One Country, Two Systems"
Michael C. Davis, Where Two Legal Systems Collide: An
American Constitutional Scholar in Hong Kong
Andrew Scobell, Strung Up or Shot Down?: The Death
Penalty in Hong Kong and China and Implications for Post1997
Janice M. Brabyn, Extradition and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region
Gary N. Heilbronn, The Changing Face of Hong Kong's
International Air Tbansport Relations
Robin M. White, Nationality Aspects of the Hong Kong
Settlement
Jaw-ling Joanne Chang, Settlement of the Macao Issue:
Distinctive Features of Beijing's Negotiating Behavior
David M. Corwin, Review of The Future of Hong Kong:
Toward 199Tand Beyond
David D. Knoll, Review of Antidumping Law and Practice
on the United States and the European Communities

Number 2
Bank Secrecy
Ian Paget-Brown, Bank Secrecy and Criminal Matters:
Cayman Islands and US. Cooperative Development
Henry Harfield and Rachel E. Deming, Extraterritorial
Imperatives
James I. K. Knapp, Mutual Legal Assistance as a Way to
Pierce Bank Secrecy
Harvey M. Silets and Susan W. Brenner, "Compelled
Consent": An Oxymoron with Sinister Consequences for
Citizens Who Patronize Foreign Banking Institutions
John L. O'Donnell, Jr., The Secrets of Foreign Bankers and
the Federal Investigation: Ibttering Balances

Oliver Dunant and Michele Wassmer, Swiss Bank Secrecy:
Its Limits under Swiss and International Laws
Robert A. Sedler, The Constitutional Protection of Freedom
of Religion, Expression, and Association in Canada and the
United States: A Comparative Analysis
Swiss Bank Secrecy Laws and the US. Internal Revenue
Service
The Branch Profits Tax: An Analysis of its Impact on
Stockholders of US.-Owned Foreign Corporations and Its
Interrelationship with the US. Network of Tax Treaties

Canada-lf.S. Law Journal
Volume 13, 1988
Comparative Corporation Law

An Investigation of Canadian and U.S. Approaches to
Selected Corporation and Company Law Applications,
within the Framework of Potentially Relevant Economic
Insights
Revised and updated papers from a conference, October
1984
May directors, in seeking to improve the welfare of
noninvestors, sacrifice the wealth of investors?—papers by
Leon Getz, Kenneth B. Davis, Jr., James A. Brickley
Under what circumstances may controlling shareholders
cause directors to make decisions that (Ij furnish opportunities
to controlling shareholders without allowing participation by
noncontrolling shareholders, or (2) deprive noncontrolling
shareholders of opportunities without imposing similar
deprivations upon controlling shareholders?—papers by Philip
Anisman, John A. C. Hetherington, Kenneth Lehn
What are the constraints on directors and officers in
pursuing business opportunities for their own accounts?—
papers by Stanley M. Beck, Ronald J. Coffey, Stuart M.
'Rirnbill
What are the constraints on a dominant shareholder's
disposition of his holdings?—papers by Bruce Bailey and H.
Purdy Crawford, Robert W. Hamilton, Joshua Ronen
Why are shareholders afforded ad hoc coting participation
and other impact-avoidance prerogatives in connection with
certain firm decisions?—papers by Jeffrey G. Macintosh,
Richard M. Baxbaum

Volume 14, 1988
Legal Aspects of Canada-U.S. Competitiveness
in the World Context

Proceedings of a conference, April 1988
Michael Smith and Perry T. Eastham on the U.S. and
Canada in the world economic context
Richard Martin Lyon and George W. Adams on free
trade, labor law, and collective bargaining
John Ellicot and Jonathan T. Fried on export control
regulations
Joseph P. Griffin, Michael R. Calabrese; Warren Grover;
and David G. Gill on antitrust aspects
Richard O. Cunningham; and Richard S. Gottlieb, Debra
P. Steger, Darrell H. Pearson on current and possible trade
policies
Robert D. Brown and George G. Goodrich on tax
aspects
Randolph J. Stayin and Grant Murray on product
liability
Tetsuo Kasuya on sourcing in America as seen by the
Japanese
James R. Sharpe, John Coleman, and James D. McNivan
on export incentives and initiatives
Richard M. Brennan and William H. Duffy on
intellectual property aspects
Peter G. Morici and J. Laurent Thibault on public policy
issues
Gedas A. Sakus on the power of technology

Panels Discuss
Law Practice (s)
Under the chairmanship of Professor Kevin McMunigal,
the law school's Placement Committee has had an excep
tionally active year in 1988-89. One of its best efforts was a
series of programs during the spring semester in which
faculty and practitioners—mainly alumni—talked with
students about different kinds of law jobs. First-year stu
dents, especially, were encouraged to attend the weekly
programs and gain some realistic knowledge of the various
opportunities that would be open to them.
Stuart W. Cordell, '81, and Jeanne Longmuir, '85, opened
the series with a discussion of private firm practice. Both
Cordell and Longmuir have had big-firm and small-firm
experience and were able to discuss the pro's and con's of
big and small firms.
Colleen Conway Cooney, '81, joined faculty members
William Marshall, Calvin Sharpe, and Peter Levine for the
second program. The four discussed government civil
practice.
In-house counsels were the subject of the third program.
Michelle Williams, '86, brought her colleague Douglas
Franchot from University Hospitals. They teamed with
Janice Jones, a member of the adjunct faculty, formerly
with the Eaton Corporation.
McMunigal, a former assistant U.S. attorney, joined the
panel that discussed criminal practice. Almeta Johnson,
former chief police prosecutor in Cleveland, and John S.
Pyle, '74, a criminal defense practitioner, were the other
two panelists.
Civil litigation practice in a private firm setting was the
subject for Professor Richard Myers, Owen L. Heggs, '67,
and Frances F. Goins, '77.
Professor Richard Booth, Michael Jackson, and Anthony
La Placa discussed corporate counseling practice in a pri
vate firm setting.
The final session was devoted to public interest law (out
side of government). Professor Peter A. Joy, '77, Kent
Markus, and Anita L. Myerson, '81, were the presenters.
Each of the programs drew a good roomful of 60 to 90
students, and the series as a whole got such a positive
response that it will be repeated next year, possibly in the
fall semester. The law school is immensely grateful to the
attorneys who volunteered their time—many of whom have
offered to come back next year and do it again. And we
would be happy to hear from others who might be willing
to talk with students about their line of law work.

An Important Notice
About Alumni Address Records
The Case Western Reserve University School of Law
NEVER makes alumni addresses and telephone
numbers available for general commercial purposes.
However, we do share such information with other
alumni and often with current students, and we
respond to telephone inquiries whenever the caller
seems to have a legitimate purpose in locating a
particular graduate. In general our policy is to be
open and helpful, because we believe the benefits to
everyone outweigh the risks.
If you want your own address records to be more
severely restricted, please put your request in writing
to the Director of Publications and External Affairs,
Case Western Reserve University School of Law,
11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
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Sustaining the Vision
by Daniel L. Ekelman, '52
Chairman
Law School Annual Fund
This year's Annual Fund theme,
"Sustaining the Vision," reflects the
purpose and importance of our Law
School Annual Fund. It is often diffi
cult with yearly fund-raising cam
paigns like an annual fund to convey
the essentialness and urgency of
one's participation and support. How
ever, because the Annual Fund does
sustain the daily activities of the law
school and thus is the foundation for
its future visions, it is easy to under
stand how significant that support
really is.
Alumni and friends of Case West
ern Reserve University have been
supporting the law school for nearly
too years. In 1958, when a coordi
nated effort to ask alumni for support
began, many of you were among the
list of donors who contributed to the
Alumni Annual Fund and in turn to
the law school's vision. That support,
which has multiplied through the

$500,000

years in donors as well as dollars,
began with an $18,000 Annual Fund
in 1958 and grew to $421,000 in
1988. Support of the Annual Fund
has allowed our law school to set the
highest standards, focus on signifi

cant achievements, and realize ambi
tious goals.
Our 1989 Annual Fund goal is
$445,000. As of April 1, 1989, contri
butions totalled $304,080 with an
additional $45,364 in outstanding
pledges. To meet the goal, we need
everyone's participation. If you have
not yet contributed to this year's fund
drive, please do so by June 30, 1989.
Gifts must be received by that date in
order to be credited to this year's
fund. Checks should be made pay
able to Case Western Reserve Univer
sity and sent to the attention of Janet
Scott, CWRU School of Law, 11075
East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio
44106. If you need further informa
tion about the Annual Fund or if you
are not certain whether you have
made a gift during this fiscal year,
you may call Janet Scott at
216-368-6355.
On behalf of the law school com
munity, I thank each of you who
have played a part in sustaining the
law school's vision with your gift to
the 1989 Annual Fund.

Alumni Annual Funds: 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989
Cash Attainment

$450,000
$420,959
$393,785
June 30

$400,000

$350,000

$300,000

$445,000
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
1989 GOAL

$342,050
June 30

$267,126
April 1

$304,858
April 1

$311,038
April 1

1987 FUND

1988 FUND

$304,080
April 1

$250,000

$200,000

1
>150,000

; 100,000

50,000

1986 FUND
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1989 FUND

The Susan E. Frankel Memorial Fund
by Scott R. Lange
Director of Development
On February 23, 1989, the univer
sity's Board of 'Trustees adopted a
resolution establishing the Susan E.
Frankel Memorial Fund. While in
charge of the law school's Office of
Admission and Financial Aid, Susan
Frankel, '81, who died January 31,
1988, had been largely responsible
for a resurgence in the admission
program. She is remembered by col
leagues, classmates, and students as
an energetic, dedicated, ebullient,
and—especially—a kind and caring
human being.
Gifts from family, friends, and law
school students exceeded $17,000 for
this permanent endowment, which
will provide scholarship support to
qualified law students in need of
financial assistance. It is hard to
imagine a more fitting memorial to
one who worked so hard to attract
students to this law school and to
make it possible for every admitted

student to meet the costs of
matriculating.
Contributors to the Susan Frankel
Fund have numbered well over one
hundred to date, and contributions
are still being received. If you wish to
make a gift in memory of Susan
Frankel, please send it to the Office
of Development, CWRU School of
Law, 11075 East Boulevard, Cleve
land, Ohio 44106. The telephone
number, should you have any ques
tions, is 216/368-4495.

Law Grads Boost
CWRU Alumni Programs
As Case Western Reserve Univer
sity has expanded its alumni pro
grams all around the country, we
have been pleased to see graduates of
the law school playing a major part.
John S. Pyle, '74, president of the
Law Alumni Association, has been
representing the school on the uni
versity's Alumni Council, and Owen
L. Heggs, '67, recently joined the
council as the representative of the
president of the university, Agnar
Pytte. As chairman of the council's
Structure Committee, Pyle has been
instrumental in shaping the future of
the university alumni program.
Also on the Alumni Council are the
presidents of all the regional alumni
chapters, among whom are four law
graduates. Michael K. Magness, '73
(also Adelbert College '70), is presi
dent of the New York Alumni Associ
ation and William H. Howard, '78,
(also Western Reserve College '75) is
president of the Philadelphia chapter.
In Chicago David Metzger '87 (also
Weatherhead School of Management

'87) is the president, and the Wash
ington, D.C., chapter is headed by
Sigrid C. Haines, '84. Howard and
Magness are members of the Alumni
Council's Admissions Committee.
Other law grads who are officers or
board members of organizations (and
we apologize in advance if we are
overlooking someone) are Suzanne
Kaura, '86, Dan Mayer,'86, Grant
McCorkhill, '87, Chicago; Andrew
Hogan, '87, Jack Grosse, LL.M..'69,
Cincinnati; Larry Apolzon, '82, New
York; Gary Glazer, '75, Michael
Ward, '84, Marvin Weinberg, '77,
Philadelphia; Jeffrey Solomon, '72,
Pittsburgh; Bert Green, '54, San Fran
cisco; Mary Anne Fox, '83, Washing
ton, D.C.; Larry Rudawsky, '82, Joyce
May, '78, Steven Shagrin, '81, Mahoning/Shenango; David Engler, '82, Ray
Tisone, '72, Youngstown.
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CLE News
The new Ohio rules mandating
continuing education credits for the
state's attorneys are just one reason
for the burgeoning activities of the
law school's Office of Continuing
Legal Education. Under the direction
of Kenneth R. Margolis, '76, and
consultant JoAnne Urban Jackson,
with able assistance from CLE coordi
nator Adrienne Potts, the office has
turned several new and different
ideas into CLE programs.
Marvin J. Feldman, '55, offered a
12-hour course. The Development of
a Labor Arbitrator, that attracted 21
participants—private attorneys and
representatives of both union and
management. With the help of the
Cleveland office of the American
Arbitration Association, Feldman was
able to schedule each of the partici
pants to sit in on a live arbitration.
Nine different local arbitrators parti
cipated, and all agreed to read and
critique mock awards. Several of the
CLE participants as well as many law
students attended an arbitration of a
discharge grievance that Paul Walter,
'32, arranged to hold at the law
school.
Said JoAnne Jackson: "We were
much encouraged by the success of
this first pilot program, and we hope
to develop other training programs
for labor arbitrators and advocates."
George E. Darmstatter, '63 (of Mar
ket Resources, Inc., Savannah, Geor
gia) presented Right/Left Brain
Preference: A Model for Selecting
and Convincing a Jury. Though it was
mainly addressed to law students, the
program attracted several practition
ers, even without CLE credit, and
encouraged the CLE office to think
about developing a future full-day
program. Darmstatter also arranged
for professional videotaping of his
presentation.
"The resulting tape," says Jackson,
"is not only a useful library resource,
but it also gives us a sample of the
type of high-quality taping we could
do for future CLE programs. There is
great potential for development of a
market for sale of CLE videotapes
and materials. Thanks to the efforts
of George Darmstatter, we are in a
much better position to evaluate our
entry into that market."
'Yet^another innovation was the
office's first venture outside the
Cleveland metropolitan area. Thanks
to the good offices of Timothy A. '
Garry, '61, a recent past president of
the Cincinnati Bar Association,
CWRU and the CBA Jointly spon
sored a program in Cincinnati on
April 14 featuring Professor James W.
McElhaney. Besides promoting better
relations between the law school and
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the Cincinnati legal community, the
program may have enhanced student
recruitment in the area: pre-law
advisers from area colleges, as well as
applicants admitted to the Class of
1992, were invited to attend.
Jackson says that more joint spon
sorship of programs is part of the
office's long-term strategy. For the
first time, the office co-sponsored the
Canada-U.S. Law Institute's spring
conference, which this year was on
Comparative Legal Aspects of the
Environment for Innovation in the
Canada-U.S. Context. Another joint
venture is an Update for Prosecutors
(with the Center for Criminal Jus
tice), and still another is a program
on child sexual abuse co-sponsored
with the Mandel School of Applied
Social Sciences. Plans are under way
for a fall program on corporate
finance and economics, to be spon
sored with the Cleveland chapter of
the American Corporate Counsel
Association. Professors Ronald J.
Coffey and Richard A. Booth are
working on that; it is expected to be
at least a two-day affair.
By the time this is in print, the
Worker's Compensation course taught
by Alan J. Shapiro, '62, and James D.
Kendis, '66, will be past (April 28),
and Leslie L. Knowlton, a regular on
the CLE faculty, will be halfway
through his six-part Advanced Estate
Planning and Ethics in Estate Plan
ning Practice. But it is not too late to
sign up for:
Federal Tax and Corporate TakeOvers: Federal Income Tax Issues in
Mergers, Acquisitions and Leveraged
Buyouts
May 12, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Charles J. Kerester, Jones, Day,
Reavis & Pogue
William A. Warren, TRW Inc.
Use of Experts in Toxic Tbrt
Litigation
May 12, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Peter Weinberger, '75—Spangenberg, Shibley, Traci & Lancione
Randall Solonqon, '73—Baker &
Hostetler
Sexual Abuse of Children in the Crim
inal, Juvenile, and Domestic Relations
Courts
May 12, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sol Gothard, Judge, Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals, and Adjunct
Professor of Social Work and Law,
"Rilane University
Anatomy of a Section 1983 Action
May 19, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Terry H. Gilbert—Friedman, Gilbert
& Berezin
Hilary Taylor—Weston, Hurd, Fal
lon, Paisley & Howley

Consumer Protection Laws and Auto
mobiles: What Every Lawyer Should
Know
Ric S. Sheffield—Ohio Attorney
General's Office
Spencer Neth—CWRU School of
Law
George W. Hairston—Baker &
Hostetler
Management, Accounting, and Com
puter Systems for the Law Office
Avery H. Fromet—Solo practice
Nancy L. Abbott—TechniServe
Corporation
Margaret M. West—Mead Data
Central
James Goldman—Kauvar, Goldman
and Associates

i'

Class Notes
by Kerstin TYawick and Beth Hlabse
Times describes Mundy as "a
lawyer who relishes cases in
which his clients have already
been tried and convicted in the
court of public opinion" and
"by all accounts, . . . one of the
top criminal defense lawyers
in Washington."

1939

The retirement of Ohio
Supreme Court Justice Ralph
S. Locher was the occasion for
a testimonial luncheon spon
sored by the Ohio State Bar
Association and held in Cleve
land. Among those testifying
were Lee I. Fisher, '76, repre
senting the Ohio Senate, and
Ronald J. Suster, '67, repre
senting the state's House of
Representatives,

1958

Robert T. Rosenfeld is
management co-chair of the
ABA Labor and Employment
Law Section's Developing Law
of Collective Bargaining Agree
ments Committee. He's with
Walter, Haverfield, Buescher &
Chockley in Cleveland.

1941

Stanley I. Adelstein was
named to the Cleveland City
Club hall of fame roster on
March 15.

1959

1947

News of two retirements:
Bruce Griswold, from the
firm of Calfee, Halter &
Griswold in Cleveland, and
Robert L. Kent, from the
Portage County (Ohio) Court of
Common Pleas, Probate/Juve
nile Division.

1948

Robert L. Lewis, managing
partner of Cleveland's Ulmer
& Berne, made the pages of
the National Law Journal,
November 21, 1988, under the
headline "Lyrical Lawyer Goes
Vaudeville." Lewis and his
brother Stanley were vaudevillians in their youth, perform
ing as "The Happiness Kids,"
and Bob Lewis was persuaded
to return to the stage last fall
as part of an American Arts
and Culture series at Cuyahoga
Community College, He told
the Journal: "My only concern
is that my law firm is going to
lose half of its business to a
firm that takes itself more
seriously."
Charles R. Richey, judge of
the U.S, District Court in
Washington, D.C., has been
busy on the lecture circuit. He
spoke to the Litigation Section
of the D.C. bar last fall, and in
February to ALI/ABA in Scotts
dale, Arizona. He's scheduled
later this year for talks in
Florida and California. Mean
while he is finishing his
annual update of his Manual
on Employment Discrimina
tion Law and Civil Rights
Actions in the Federal Courts,
which has grown to more than
1,000 pages.

1951

Matthew Bender has pub
lished December 1988 Supple
ments by Richard G. Bell to
Murphy's Will Clauses, volumes
1, 2, 2A, and 3. Bell is profes
sor of law at Wake Forest
University, Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.
Walter A. Savage has been
appointed judge of the Parma
(Ohio) Municipal Court. He
has served as administrator of
the Clients' Security Fund of
the Ohio Supreme Court and
as law director of two Cleve
land suburbs, Brooklyn and
Strongsville. His firm is Sav
age, Zito & O'Malley.
The International Academy
of 'IVial Lawyers has elected
Fred Weisman a fellow. The
academy is a super-select
group; U.S. membership is
limited to 500, of whom only 4
(now) are in northeast Ohio.
Another of the 4 is Marshall
Nurenberg, '53.
Good news: Joseph Zieba
has been elected to the Lorain
County (Ohio) Court of Com
mon Pleas as chief of its
domestic relations/juvenile
division. Bad news: he
defeated another CWRU law
alumnus, Henry T. Webber,
'62. Zieba has been a member
of the county's Board of Elec
tions and has chaired the
Republican Party there.

1953

Robert M. Lawther has
retired from the Court of
Common Pleas of Cuyahoga
County, ending 31 years of
public service. We enjoyed his
"Reminiscing" in the Decem
ber issue of the Cleveland Bar
Journal.

1954

A portrait of Fred D. Gray is
included in a "Gallery of
Greats" collection sponsored
by the Miller Brewing Com
pany and entitled "Black
Attorneys: Counsels for the
Cause." Gray is one of twelve
lawyers, living and deceased,
honored for championing civil
rights. The portraits were
unveiled in February at a
congressional reception in
Washington hosted by Miller
and the National Bar
Association.
Russell A. Olson is of
counsel now with the Cleve
land firm of Kelley McCann &
Livingstone.

1955

William H. Wallace, a
partner at Thompson, Hine &
Flory, gave a talk entitled
"Cross Examination of the
Plantiff's Expert in a Liability
Case" for the Young Lawyers
Section's 'IVial Seminars on
March 16.

1956

The Western Reserve Histori
cal Society has re-elected
Keith E. Spero to its Board of
TVustees. Spero practices in
Cleveland with Spero &
Rosenfield.

1957

R. Kenneth Mundy has
been making the news in
Washington, D.C., as lawyer
for beleaguered Mayor Marion
Barry, Jr. See the front page of
Legal 'Times, January 23, and of
the Washington Post's Style
section, February 20. The Legal

Edward Mamrack, author
of "Wines and Vines," has
been elected president of the
Cleveland East chapter of the
American Wine Society.

1961

Bibliophile Robert H. Jackson has been appointed to the
Board of Visitors of the Oberlin College Library and to
Brown University's Special
Collections Rare Book
Committee.
In Columbus, Ohio, Gerald
A. Messerman headed a City
Council investigation into
alleged spying by a former
police officer for the campaign
of the city's mayor in 1983.
Donald M. Robiner, who
practices in Cleveland with the
firm of Schwartzwald, Robiner,
Rock & Levin, has been certi
fied as a civil trial advocate by
the National Board of 'IVial
Advocacy.

1962

From Florida, Robert A.
Dougberty writes that he is a
principal in a newly formed
firm, Dougherty, O'Malley,
Keys & Renfroe, practicing
personal injury law in Tampa,
Clearwater, and Brandon.

1963

Leonard R. Piotrowski has
announced the opening of his
office for the general practice
of law in Fairfax, Michigan.
His emphasis will be litigation
in state, federal, and military
courts.
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1965

The American College of
TVial Lawyers has inducted
Harry T. Quick as a fellow.
Quick is a partner in the
Cleveland firm of Benesch,
Friedlander, Coplan &
Aronoff.

1966

David Basinski has been
elected to the Court of Com
mon Pleas of Lorain County
(Ohio| as a domestic relations
and juvenile judge. He has
practiced in Elyria for many
years with Basinski, Noll & St.
Marie.
We received this note from
Paul Brickner: "I thought you
might be interested in my
book review of Chief Justice
Rehnquist's study, "The
Supreme Court: How It Was,
How It Is," at 26 Harvard
Journal on Legislation 285-294
(1988). Also, I am now presi
dent of our State Board of
Education for a two-year
term—lots of fun. In addition,
I am spreading myself too thin
by teaching Administrative
Law at Cleveland State Univer
sity and Famous American
Jurists at the University of
Akron Law School."
Another author in the class:
Phillip J. Campanella, whose
article, "Breast Cancer: Stag
ing, TVeatment and the Duty to
Inform," was published in the
Medical Thai Technique Quar
terly. Campanella has also
authored Chapter 36 in Mat
thew Bender's Business Tort,
entitled "Products Liability,"
and is co-author of four chap
ters dealing with the tort
interference with contract,
business, employment rela
tions, and opportunities.
Wallace W. Walker, Jr. has
left Baker & Hostetler, Cleve
land, for Roetzel & Andress in
Akron.

1967

David M. McConoughey
has left the Allied Corporation
in Morristown, New Jersey,
and joined the New York firm
of Curtis, Morris & Safford; he
is of counsel there.
Edward M. Zaleski is one
of three CWRU law alumni
(see 1951 and 1966) recently
elected to the Lorain County
Cdurt of Common Pleas. At
various stages in his prior
career Zaleski has been an
insurance adjuster, Lorain law
director, assistant county
prosecutor, and chair of the
Lorain Democratic Party.
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1969

James M. Klein has been
on sabbatical this semester
from the University of Toledo
and visiting at the University
of Western Australia in Perth.
He has been teaching a course
there in forensic advocacy and
working on a comparative
study of Australian and U.S.
unemployment benefit pro
grams. Banks-Baldwin recently
published his (with co-authors
Browne and Murtaugh) threevolume Ohio Civil Practice, a
complete revision of the work
by CWRU Professor Emeritus
Sidney B. Jacoby.

1971

Thomas E. Taylor, who
joined Frost & Jacobs in Cin
cinnati not long ago, has been
named a partner in the firm.

1972

Robert D. Conkel, long on
our Missing Persons list, has
been found; he is in the Dallas
office of Coopers & Lybrand.
From New Jersey comes
word that Glenn J. Berman
has been appointed to that
state's Superior Court. He has
been practicing for the past ten
years in South River, where he
was born and raised.
First elected in 1982, Wil
liam J. Martin has been re
elected to the Court of
Common Pleas of Carroll
County (Ohio). Martin also
teaches trial advocacy courses
at the University of Akron as a
member of that law school's *
adjunct faculty.

Law Committee: "This book
provides a most comprehen
sive and masterful treatment
of a subject area which is all
too significant in our country
today. It should be part of
every library of those inter
ested in, or affected by, profes
sional liability litigation."

1974

The Cleveland firm of
Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff has admitted
Deanna Coe Kursb to the
partnership.

1975

Oldricb Foucek HI has
been elected president of the
Board of 'IVustees of the Penn
sylvania Stage Company,
which, he tells us, is one of
only four professional regional
theaters in the state. It is in
Allentown, which is where
Foucek practices law with
Butz, Hudders, Tallman,
Stevens & Johnson.
We hear from Hal T. Stern
that he's now with HHL Finan
cial Services in Rockville,
Maryland: "Along with several
of my partners, I have with
drawn from the law firm of
Hoyt, Hoyt & Landau. I am
presently the regional vice
president for the mid-Atlantic
region. The corporation spe
cializes in hospital accounts
receivable management and
financing."

1976

Cer Gladwyn Goins, who
has been with the Securities
and Exchange Commission in
Washington, has moved cross
continent to be head of the
SEC's San Francisco office.
In Cleveland, Marcia
Walker Johnson has been
named chief of the civil divi
sion of the U.S. Attorney's
Office for the Northern Dis
trict of Ohio. She has been
with the office since 1980.

George D. Trefry writes
from Anchorage, Alaska:
"Effective October 1, 1988, I
joined the firm of Perkins Coie
as of counsel. This is a large
regional firm based primarily
in Seattle with offices in
Anchorage, L.A., Bellevue,
Portland, and Washington,
D.C."
Eleanor Warner was
"Today's Profile" in the Cleve
land Plain Dealer recently. She
is an advocate for nursing
home residents.

1977

Phillip J. Kolczynski
writes: "Besides my recent
move to Orange County from
L.A. to join my new firm,
Speers Dana Teal & Balfour, it
may be appropriate to
announce that I have been
named vice chairman of the
ABA's Aviation Committee and
director of the 1989 ABA
National Aviation Litigation
Institute to be held in Wash
ington, D.C., October 19 and
20.

1973

Neil R. Wilson has been
appointed judge of the Paines' ville (Ohio) Municipal Court.
Wilson has been practicing law
in Painesville in a firm that
includes classmate Donald H.
Kllngenberg.
Miles J. Zaremski is one of
the two principal authors of
Medical and Hospital Negli
gence, recently published by
Callaghan & Company. The
publisher's brochure quotes
Michael Dundon Roth, chair
elect of the ABA Medicine and

District of Ohio, Patrick M.
McLaughlin has gone into
private practice in Cleveland
with Steven G. Janik.
The Detroit office of Coopers
& Lyhrand has named Steven
P. Schuldt supervising finan
cial consultant of its personal
financial services practice.
Schuldt has been with Q&L
since last October; previously
he was trust officer with Man
ufacturers National Bank in
Detroit.

Photo by Aylsworth, courtesy the Chagrin
Valley Times.

Having resigned as U.S.
attorney for the Northern

We hear from Thomas P.
Leonard in Harrisburg, Penn
sylvania, that he has been
elected president of the His
toric Harrisburg Association,
an architectural preservation
group. Leonard is with the
state's Labor Relations Board.
The Rochester (New York)
firm of Harter, Secrest &
Emery informs us that Robert
F. Pizzo has become a partner.
He has been with the firm
since 1984, practicing mainly
in the area of employee
benefits.

1978

Joining the White House
staff in Washington: Nicholas
E. Calio has been appointed
deputy assistant to President
Bush for legislative affairs. He
will be the administration's
chief liaison with the House of
Representatives. He has been
with the National Association
of Wholesaler-Distributors as
senior vice president of gov
ernment relations.
Paige Martin Kern has left
the firm of Spangenberg,
Shibley, TVaci & Lancione in
Cleveland and opened her own
law office in South Euclid.
We hear from Holly Mitten
that on February 1 she opened
the San Francisco office of
Crymes, Hardie & Heer as
managing attorney.
From New York Gary E.
Peterson writes: "I have been
promoted to senior vice presi
dent, chief of staff, and general
counsel of Midland Montagu
U.S., the U.S.-based investment
banking arm of Midland Bank
pic and subsidiaries."
Louise W. McKinney, on
leave from the Legal Aid Soci
ety, has spent the year in
Africa at the University of
Botswana setting up a legal
clinic training program—and
making use of materials from
the CWRU Law School Clinic.
She hopes that a clinical cur
riculum will be in place when
she leaves for home in June.
The program needs funding
support, as well as a successor
to McKinney; anyone inter
ested in helping should contact
Professor Bill Leatherberry,
'68, at the law school.

1979

Newly made partners:
Thomas R. Mueller, Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue, Irvine,
California; Jan L. Roller,
Davis & Young, Cleveland;
Jeffrey W. Van Wagner,
Ulmer & Berne, Cleveland.
Donald F. Barney has been
asked to become a member of
the Board of Tbustees of the
Cleveland Ballet fot a three
year term beginning July 1,
1989.

1980

After serving as the deputy
director of the Ohio Depart
ment of Mental Retardation,
Peter M. Sikora has been
appointed to the Court of
Common Pleas of Cuyahoga
County. He is in the Juvenile
Division.

1981

News from Cincinnati: Peter
E. Koenig has become a part
ner at Strauss & 'IVoy. Koenig
specializes in civil litigation
and concentrates primarily on
the representation of landowners and real estate devel
opers in land use and zoning
cases. He is the Law Alumni
Association's regional vice
president for Cincinnati.

More new partners: Stuart
W. Cordell, Warren & Young,
Ashtabula, Ohio; Dianne E.
Hobbs, Nutter, McClennen &
Fish, Boston; Stephen J.
Miller, Goodman Weiss Freed
man, Cleveland; John W.
Fischer, Denlinger, Rosenthal
& Greenberg; Nancy A.
Noall, Walter, Haverfield,
Buescher & Chockley; David
W. Abbuhl, Zellmer &
Gruber.
Lawrence T. Newman,
executive administrator of the
Gage Institute, a private school
in Indianapolis for gifted and
talented students, writes that
the school is expanding its
facilities to become the Gage
Institute of Science and
Research, including the
National Science Teaching
TVaining Center.

1982

Making partner: William F.
LePage, at Moore & Peterson,
Dallas, Texas: and Theodore J.
Tucci, at Robinson & Cole,
Hartford, Connecticut. LePage
is in his firm's litigation sec
tion, "concentrating most
recently in the defense of
lender liability and securities
fraud cases." 'Ibcci, also a
litigator, specializes in antitrust
and representation of insurers.
From Denver, Raymond M.
Malone writes: "My wife,
Patricia Botsko Malone, and I
recently changed jobs. [See
1984.] I am now associated
with the law firm of Sherman
& Howard. We've been here
three years, after moving from
Cleveland, and really love it!
We welcome any visiting
(skiing or otherwise) alum.
Give us a call."
This note from Jonathan D.
Morgenstern: "I have become
a partner in the firm of
Morgenstern, Cohen & Associ
ates in Washington, D.C., and
am now licensed to practice
before the U.S. Supreme Court
and the D.C. Court of Appeals.
My article, 'Concurrent State
Court Jurisdiction in Civil
RICO Actions after Sedima vs.
Imrex' was published in the
fall 1988 issue of the ABA
Barrister magazine."
Included in Cleveland maga
zine's list of 1989's Most Inter
esting People is William
Ondrey Gruber, assistant law
director of the city, actively
involved in the Cleveland
Waterfront Coalition and the
Sierra Club.
In Cleveland, Kathleen A.
Pettingill has gone from
Goldfarb & Reznick to Baker &
Hostetler.

A cross-continental move:
Michael D. Witt, from Bos
ton's Warner & Stackpole to
Sacramento, California, to be
managing director of the Tech
nology Resource Group, a
newly created organization
that will assist new companies
in the licensing and developing
of biomedical technologies.

1983

Martin W. Elson has joined
the Cleveland firm of Ulmer &
Berne.
Philip L. Francis has
become a partner in the Can
ton, Ohio, firm of Krugliak,
Wilkins, Griffiths &
Dougherty.
A note from Paula Taylor
Whitfield: "In June of 1987 I
left the law firm of Barnes &
Thornburg in Indianapolis to
join the legal division of Eli
Lilly and Company, a pharma
ceutical company whose prin
cipal office is also in
Indianapolis. I am truly
pleased with my change to
corporate practice."

1984

Howard E. Coburn is with
the Cleveland firm of Buckley,
King & Bluso.
A new law firm in Dallas,
Texas, is Cohen & Cohen. The
partners are Mindy Kimmel
Cohen and Rick L. Cohen,
who were married in
September.
Bruce Hunter Cox is now
with Slepkow, Slepkow &
Bettencourt, a general-practice
firm in East Providence, Rhode
Island.
Patricia Botsko Malone is
now with the Federal 'IVade
Commission in Denver, Colo
rado. For news of her hus
band, Ray, see 1982.
We hear from Sigrid C.
Haines that she has a new
job: she's with Booz-Allen &
Hamilton in Bethesda, Mary
land. Haines has been active in
the formation of CWRU's
alumni chapter in Washington
and is currently the chapter's
president.
News from Lauren M.
Ross: "In January I was pro
moted to unit supervisor in the
Health, Education, and Human
Services Section of the Ohio
Attorney General's Office. I
now represent and also super
vise the attorneys who repre
sent the various state
regulatory boards in the health
care field (Medical Board,
Pharmacy Board, Dental
Board, etc.)."
The Climaco firm in Cleve
land has lost Richard D.
Tomsick to real estate devel
opers Jacobs, Visconsi &
Jacobs.
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1985

This word from Jessie A.
Gilbert: "LLM in tax law from
NYU, clerkship at U.S. Tax
Court, am now with Kleban &
Samer, Southport, Connecticut,
practicing general tax law."
A note from Dan L. Makee:
"After concluding my clerkship
with Justice Ralph S. Locher
('39| upon his retirement from
the Supreme Court of Ohio, I
have joined the Cleveland law
firm of Burke, Haber &
Berick."
Last summer Pierre Marlais
left Toledo to become corpo
rate counsel for Action Auto
Rental in Solon, Ohio—"the
only in-house attorney for the
rapidly-growing publicly-traded
(NASDQI insurance replace
ment automobile rental com
pany." Since his move he's
appeared twice in the Plain
Dealer's Forum section, with
an article on Amtrak Decem
ber 2 and one proposing a
computer rail network for the
region, January 10.
Scott R. Nortz writes from
Lowville, New York: "Com
pleted a clerkship in New York
State Supreme Court in 1987;
joined a 5-man firm doing
general practice that Septem
ber. My areas of practice
include commercial litigation,
matrimonial and family law,
and real estate. 1 greatly enjoy
Professor McElhaney's column
in the ABA Journal, and have
found Professor Gabinet's
matrimonial tax treatise a
godsend!"
Timothy G. O'Connell,
who's with Siegel, Kelleher &
Kahn in Buffalo, New York,
writes that he has been pro
moted to senior associate
"concentrating in the areas of
personal injury, medical mal
practice, products liability, and
social security disability (fulfill
ing Professor Leatherberry's
prediction!."
Another promotion to senior
associate: Bruce R. Shaw, at
Kitch, Saurbier, Drutchas,
Wagner & Kenney in Detroit.
Shaw also reports that he has
married a pediatrician, Susan
Kessler, and is on the Board of
Directors of the Detroit Barris
ters' Association, the young
lawyers' section of the Detroit
Bar Association.
We received this news of
Michael C. Shklar last fall
and failed to include it in the
January Class Notes: Shklar
opened his own law office in
Newport, New Hampshire, in
October of 1987. He represents
the state in child abuse cases
and has an active general
practice.

Carol M. Stamatakis, who
practices in Claremont, New
Hampshire, has been elected
to the state legislature. She
represents the towns of
Goshen, Lempster, Acworth,
and Washington.
Louis Vocaire-Tramposch
is working in Twinsburg, Ohio,
with Doyle Legal Services.
(Doyle is Duane L. Doyle,
'72.|

1986

Drew A. Carson has joined
Buckley, King & Bluso, in
Cleveland, as an associate.
Joining the faculty next year
at neighboring ClevelandMarshall College of Law,
Cleveland State University—
Deborah Ann Geier, who has
been practicing in New York
with Sullivan & Cromwell.
News from Larry J. Grindle: "As of 1/1/89 I joined
Zelkowitz, Barry & Cullers, a
5-partner business law firm in
Mount Vernon, Ohio, with a
very established reputation in
the surrounding communities."
Mary Margaret Landers is
working in Baker & Hostetler's
Columbus office.
Charles H. Norchi has been
named the Myres S. McDougal
Fellow at the Yale law school.
He was recently back in Cleve
land to give a lecture at the
Catholic First Friday Club,
reported in the Plain Dealer
February 7 under the heading
"'Globalization' threatens
rights, expert asserts." Norchi
has been a consultant to the
U.S. State Department and the
U.S. Information Agency on
international human rights.
We failed to include this
news from Charles R. Pinzone, Jr. in the last issue:
since February, 1988, he has
been with Driggers, Schultz,
Herbst & Paterson in Tboy,
Michigan. "Firm size: 15 attor
neys. All areas of practice,
including litigation, securities,
environmental."
Judith Ann Yokaitis-Skutnik is now with Squire,
Sanders & Dempsey in
Cleveland.
'

1987

Mark R. Koberila has gone
from Thompson, Hine & Flory
to Baker & Hostetler. He's still
in Cleveland.
A note from Julie A.
Parker: "As of September
1988
I have relocated to New
Jersey (from Ohio] and am an
associate in the environmental
department at Hannoch Weisman in Newark. We have 17
attorneys in the department
and it continues to grow, as

does the rest of the firm since
our merger with Sterns, Her
bert, Weinroth & Petrino. The
work is fantastic—1 am enjoy
ing it very much. Our work in
the environmental area ranges
from litigation such as toxic
tort actions (defense] and
superfund cases, to administra
tive hearings and negotiations,
to corporate counseling. And
last, but not least, in NJ one
can never forget ECRA!"

1988

Ellen G. Biener is with
Moretti & Perlow in Cranston,
Rhode Island.
Loretta A. Garrison is
practicing with Baker & Hos
tetler in Cleveland.
Sharon D. Henderson is
clerking in the Office of U.S.
Magistrate, Detroit. She
replaced 1985 grad Nita
Louise Murray.
The Journal of Law and
Education has published an
article by Mark A. Sindler
that began in law school as a
supervised research project: "A '
Pre-emption Dare: Of VVhat
Value Is State Legislation
which is Identical to Federal
Conscription and Financial Aid
Provisions?" Sindler is with
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in Washington.

IN MEMORIAM
Meyer Gordon, '21
December 17, 1988
Herman E. Werner, '23
January 4, 1989
O. Garland McKibben, '24
October 11, 1988
Merle M. Agin, '27
August 24, 1986
Reinold Haldi, '28
January 26, 1989
Saul S, Biskind, '31
February 22, 1989
Harold A. Broda, '31
February 13, 1989
Francis C. Duffy, '31
February 3, 1989
Robert F. Desberg, '36
March 24, 1988
Tom J. E. Walker, '39
January 2, 1989
Frances Riebel Fullerton, '41
March 23, 1989
Timothy J. Costello, Jr., '44
January 10, 1989
Rosser J. Jones, '45
June 9, 1988
Everett H. Krueger, '47
Society of Benchers
March 4, 1989
Herman A. Marolt, '55
December 23, 1988
Robert L. Leece, '68
May 16, 1988
Frederick B. Braun, '73
December 16, 1988
Joseph J. Balint, '84
March 30, 1988

New Job? New Address?
Other news to report?
Because this is a jam-packed issue, and
because we just mailed questionnaire forms
for the 1989 Alumni Directory, we decided
to omit the tear-out forms that you usually
find at the back of In Brief.
Please send address changes and other
news to Kerstin E. Trawick, Director of
Publications and External Affairs, CWRU
School of Law, 11075 East Boulevard,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Richard A. Roger, director of placement,
and Barbara F. Andelman, director of
admissions, will also be happy to hear from
you.

Missing Persons
Please help! Listed below are graduates for whom the
law school has no mailing address. Some are long lost;
some have recently disappeared; some may be de
ceased. If you have any information—or even a clue—
please call (216/368-3860) or write the Office of
External Affairs, Case Western Reserve University
School of Law, 11075 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio
44106.
Class of 1939

Class of 1958

Class of 1974

Thomas J. McDonough

Leonard David Brown

John W Wiley

Class of 1940

Class of 1961

Class of 1975

Norman Finley Reublin

James E. Meder
Thomas A. Parlette

Gail 1. Auster

Case Western Reserve
University
Law Alumni Association
Officers
President
John S. Pyle, '74-

Vice President
Stuart A. Laven, 70

Regional Vice Presidents
Akron-Thomas M. Parker, '79
Canton—Loren E. Souers, Jr., 75
Chicago-Jeffrey L. Dorman, '74
Cincinnati—Peter E. Koenig, 81
Detroit-Robert B. Weiss, '75
Los Angeles-Thomas B. Ackland, '70
New York-E. Peter Harab, '74
Pittsburgh-Richard S. Wiedman, '80
San Francisco—Richard North
Patterson, '71
Washington, D.C.-Bob C. Griffo, '81

Secretary

Class of 1942

Class of 1976

Peter H. Behrendt
Class of 1964
William Bradford Martin Dennis R. Canfield
Ronald E. Wilkinson

A. Carl Maier

Class of 1978

Ann H. Womer Benjamin, '78

Class of 1943

Marcus L. Poole
Lenore M. J. Simon
Jonathan S. Thylor

Board of Governors

David J. Winer

Class of 1965

Class of 1947

Salvador y Salcedo
Tensuan (LLM)

Robert H. Adler
George J. Dynda

Class of 1966

Class of 1948

Robert F. Gould
Gerald N. Mauk

Hugh McVey Bailey
Walter Bernard Corley
Joseph Norman Frank
Kenneth E. Murphy
James L. Smith

Benjamin F. Kelly, Jr.
Coleman L. Lieber

Class of 1950
Oliver Fiske Barrett

Corbie V. C. Chupick
Gregory Allan McFadden

Class of 1980
Thomas F. Girard
Donald J. Reino

Class of 1968
Class of 1949

Treasurer

Class of 1979

Class of 1967

Lewette A. Fielding
John K. Hyvnar
Donald R. Rooney, Jr.
Shayne TVilsky Rosenfeld
Marilyn G. Wasser

Robert B. Meany

Class of 1981
Class of 1969
Gary L. Cannon
Robert Sherwood Carles
Howard M. Simms

Peter Shane Burleigh
Harry Albert Davis

Class of 1982
Heather J. Broadhurst
Mark A. Ingram
Stephen A. Watson

Class of 1951

Class of 1970

Robert L. Quigley
Donald Edward Ryan

Marc C. Goodman
John F. Strong

Class of 1952

Class of 1971

Joseph Tock

Anthony C. Caruso
John Reardon
Allan Arthur Riippa

Christopher R. Conybeare
Michael D. Franke

Class of 1984

Class of 1956

Thomas A. Clark
Thomas D. Colbridge

Class of 1983

David B. Kurt

Class of 1973
Edward R. Lawton
Arthur M. Litt
Ray James Roche

Class of 1957
Richard B. Sullivan

Sara J. Harper '52

Class of 1988
David A. Barnes
Csilla E. Smith

Richard H. Bamberger, '72
Napoleon A. Bell, 54
Columbus, Ohio
Virginia S. Brown, 81
Lawrence J. Carlini, 73
James A. Clark, 77
Chicago, Illinois
J. Michael Drain, '70
William T. Drescher, 80
Los Angeles, California
Lee J. Dunn, Jn. '70
Boston, Massachusetts
Mary Anne Garvey, ^ 80
Margaret J. Grover, 83
San Francisco, California
Joan E. Harley, '57
Owen L. Heggs, 67
Patricia M. Holland, 79
Herbert J. Hoppe, Jr., 53
Nancy A. Hronek, 82
Hartford, Connecticut
Margery B. Koosed, 74
Akron, Ohio
Milton A. Marquis, '84
Boston, Massachusetts
James W. McKee, 69
Gerald A. Messerman, '61
Leonard P. Schur, 48
Roland H. Strasshofer, '50
Jerry F. Whitmer, '60
Akron, Ohio
Mary Ann Zimmer, 75
New York, New York
C. David Zoba, '80
Dallas, Texas
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Calendar of Events
May 12
Class of 1934 Reunion Dinner
May 14
Commencement
Speaker: Charles R. Richey, Judge of the U.S. District Court,
District of Columbia
>

Thursday, May 18—4 p.m.
OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Toledo Alumni Reception
Radisson Hotel, North Cape Room
Everyone welcome—no reservation necessary
June 15
Open House for Admitted Applicants
July (date t.b.a.)
Denver Alumni Luncheon
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August 24 and 25
Orientation for Entering Students
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September 15 and 16
1989 Alumni Weekend—Class Reunions
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October 14
Parents and Partners Day
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October 23-27
Federal Judges' Conference (see story, page 23)
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October 24
Sumner Canary Lecture
Anton Scalia, Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court
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For further information: Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216/368-3860
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